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OIL

TWO MURDERERS EXPIATED

PIPE LINE IS
BADLY HURT

tember term of court, and he has
therefore been In jail t Raton for
more thun a year. In a mine eploslon
some years sinre, Medlock suffered
the loss of one eye, and tills peculiar
(mark rendered his Identification easy.

Illinois-Gre- at

Loss Resulted.
GRAND

CENTRAL

STATION

Will be Reached by Electric

Locomotives Instead
of Steam.

John Medlock Was Executed First, Followed
by David Arguello No Hitch Marred
Awful Proceedings of the Law.
FORAKER NOW

MEDLOCK WAS STRANGLED
ARGUELLO'S NECK BROKEN
Special to The Evening Citizen.

t

Raton. N. M., May 25. David ArMay 25. Divers are guello and John Medlock arose at a
hard at work In the North River, at very early hour this morning.
street, repair
the foot if Ninety-sixt- h
Medlock was In good spirits, and
Ing the Standard Oil pipe line, which wholly resigned.
He had retired an
lies at the bottom of the channel at hour later than Arguello, who retired
battleship
Mi
point.
When
the
that
at 12:3n. isun slept well the remainnois came up to her berth a few days
night.

the Dassart family nr.ved there.

ago .her anchors fouled the line.
The pipe is eight inches in diameter
and an inch thick, but it could not
stand the Btrain. and soon several
thousand gallons of oil were being
poured into the river. The engineer
at the Standard Oil works In Jersey
City noticed that the pressure was
falling, and turned the flow off after
about 85,UU0 gallons had gone to
waste.
No official complaint has yet been
received by the naval authorities on
the subject, but it is said that it will
take several weeks to repair the damage, as the divers can work only at
slack water. It is maintained, however, that the pipe line is uncharted,
and that as the North River is a regular harbor no blame can attach to
the ship's officers.

Four-Fiftee-

'ALTOGETHER

a

Fearing Results of
Election.

j

der of the
Breakfast was served to the men
shortly before 7 o'clock this morn
ing. Medloek ate a good breaKfast,
but Arguello spent the time in prayer,
whistled
and ate nothing. Medlock
and sang about the cell, as he washed
up and put away the dishes from his
morning meal.
Both men seemed nervous last even
ing as the setting sun marked the
close of their last day. They had
Hagerman's
been told of Governor
message to Attorney Crainpton, and
both realized that there was no re
spite from the fate which awaited
them.

Das-sar- t

RATt DlLL TO CONFERENCE
'

Many States Don't

Care to
Participate In Military
Mobilization.

to The Evening Cltlaen.
Washington, D. C, May 25. Paul
waiter, as postmaster at Santa Fe,
Gives Good Advice.
was confirmed two hours, after his
nr.m!n,a,n
During the evening John Moss, col
.
i
i
ored, called upon Medlock. Moss was
in iivw v(Fivenru
..fi,vii ruianci
nlg own flrt amendment. Ho now
to
raised by Medlock and came herefrom
n sf
lift.nmf pnrfliro. ami
years ZT
wants Mew Mexico and Arizona eilm- Tennessee with him several
I
ago. The parting of these frlfnds was his pistol, left the house. Mrs. Das hinted from the bill, because his Ari
BORN ONE HUNDRED
few
a
her
home
returned
to
sart
and
zona corporation backers fear the re
YEARS AGO TODAY. very affecting, and Medlock broke
his mim es nuer Arguei.u luuoweu "
stilt of an election. Speaker Cannon
Cambridge, Mass.,
May 25. The down for the first time during
by
seen
the
was
home
He
into her
demands that the house conferees
Rev. William Howe, the well known confinement. He said to Moss, as peop'n
across
saloon
street
in the
the
on h sateho0(, bl a8 lt
stand
Baptist clergyman of this city, is cele- they clasped hands for the last time:
brating his one hundredth birthday John, beware! Do not follow in my
'
.
....
.
.
few
In
a
close the door behind him.
i.rra-;4.
today. He received a large number footsteps!"
Medlock
u
'
ishlng
cutting,
""m"
wept
congratuchipping or box
bitterly.
of
telegrams
the
down and
of letters and
off
Arguello
came
outside and walked
on pubc lan(,g
,nf,
lation from friends in all parts of the
After Moss had gone, Medlock paced
tnfibills
now before the de- country, and many handsome presents his cell desperately for some minutes. into the hills.
Pension
-.UID. eaMll
U'Ulliri mil IU uic
olTu.tln. XT, ltto.,1
arrived at the residence of the cen- Later, he regained TiU composure ana house
p
B
and
J.n"" Alhort O. Hook, Fort Bayard. $30; C.
tenarian yesterday and today.
talked with Sheriff Llttrell and the
" ""'VTjF. Roettger, Kort Bayard, 30;
J
In spite of his great age and the guards.
i I
El izaboth town, $27; Ra
fact that his eyesight and hearing are
At 1:30 this morning Medlock gave
had evidently .rnlJ to Vn
failing, Dr. Howe possesses a mind out his lat statement ana reurea. man
chavts. Guadalupita. $8.
n Kin lr ivuim on1 a na chrkt rirtu.-In .
still active and keen, and every day In his statement he confessed his
on
her
doorway as she was lying
IN THE HOUSE.
he comes to Boston alone. Dr. Howe crime, said that he regretted It, warn the
and the bullet had entered her
The house committee on rules de- has lived in Boston and Cambridge ed young men against bad company face,
Hepburn
cled today to report
Rev. L. back.
He thanked
for seventy years. He was the found and lrink.
posse started out In pur- rate Mil resolution th?
favorably.
It
er of Tremont Temple, and was for Jacobs for his kindness and spiritual suitAn ofarmed
bight
Arguello, keeping him in
provides f.cr
in
many years pastor of the Broadway advice, and closed with a prayer form
well
for several miles, but he was
amendments made by the senate and
church at Cambridge. He retired of the Lutheran church.
was able to stand them off seuds the bill to conference.
Arguello also gave out a statement. armed aand
from the ministry about thirty years
fusillade of bullets, himself
with
The Vote.
ago. Dr. Howe la said to be the oiu
Words of Consolation.
belnj; uninjured' by their shots. He
Washington. D. C, May 25. The
Shortly after 9 o'clock the Rev. finally
est Baptist clergyman living.
fugigot away and became a
Jacobs entered the death cell for the tive from Justice, living in remote rate bill was sent to conference itoday
GRANDEST RAILROAD
vote was as follows: Years, 144;
words of consolation with tne places, under assumed names, and Tile
last
nays, 105; paired, 14.
STATION IN WORLD. condemned.
worklnp as a sheep herder, ranch hand
May 25. Plans tiled
New
York,
The conferees on the railroad rate
At 10:05 the death warrants wei-with the building department by the rad to the men, and everything was or anything which afforded employ- bill on the part of the house will he
architects of the new Grand Central placed in readiness at the scaffold ment. During this time he assisted in Hepburn of Iowa, Sherman of New
station, show that September 1 will for the hanging of John Medlock, who the support of his family, and was York, Richardson of Alabama.
wlt'i them a portion of the time. More
witness commuters on the New York was to be executed first.
IN THE SENATE.
than two years were spent in this
Central and the New Haven railroads
Rev. Jacobs recited to them: "Abide way, Arguello evading arrest all this
Washington, D. C, May 25. The
arriving and departing by electric With Me." The beautiful words were
Ins senate committee on privileges anu
trains from a new station established Interrupted at 1he last line by the time, although the officials of conelections today adjourned until Frl
in the Grand Central palace, in Lex clang of the bolts, as the cell door Animas county. Colorado, were
ington avenue. Changes to be made was swung oin, and Sheriff Llttrell, stantly on the watch for him. A re- day of next week, without taking ac
involve the two lower floors of the of Colfax county. Sheriff Romero, of ward -of $300 was offered by the coun- tton on une smoot case, so many
building, leaving undisturbed the up San Miguel county, and City Marsliai ty To- his capture, dead or alive, and members of the committee were ab
it was known he was a fugitive from sent that no vote was taken.
per floors and assembly halls.
Howe, of Ralon, entered.
Senator Burton Let Alone.
Justice. The husband of the woman,
In the establishment
of waiting
Without a Struggle.
Burraws, at an informal meeting ol
too, offered a reward of $300 for his
rooms in the Grand Central palace
the elections committee today, stated
Medlock was very cam, as he walk capture.
the architects have not assigned less
space than that in the present quar ed between the officers to the enclos
Earl in Oc'ober, 1S05, Francisco hat there was no doubt but what
Be Oarc:. informed
Sheriff Davis of Senator Burton would resign, should
ters for passengers in the Grand Cen ure and ascended the steps.
court deny his applica
tral station, and the main room will strong in he Ixrd, John, and in the TriniiUd that he believed he could tho supremorehearing.
Pending this
be 100x200 feet in dimensions. The power of His might," were the words (lif,,.ov,,r ,he mur(ierer and was demi- - tion for a
main entrance to this will be in of consolation sottly spoKen oy nev. tlzed to make the arrest. Ho found application the committee will make
Forty-thir- d
street, off Lexington ave Jacobs.
that the family of Arguello had been no Investigation and take no action
Canal Bill Unfinished Business.
Both men had requested that Sher- living tor a year or more east of
nue. In the Lexington avenue side will
On motion of Senator
Kittrldge
be a women's parlor and a men's iff IJttrell spring the trap which was Johntrm's mesa, near Raton, and that
l
Panama canal bill today
smoking room, and near the entrance to usher them into eternity. Marshal Arguo'io had worked tor gome time as the
will be ticket office and parcel rooms Howe adjusted the nose, and Med- a sheep herder for Jerome Troy. On was made unfinished business in the
Already excavation for the nine or lock swung off at 10:15. His pulse Thuruipy, October 19 Garcia called at senate.
Senator Frye today reported the
ten tracks to be occupied by suburb continued for thirteen minutes after the Floyd ranch, on Johnson's mesa,
an trains is completed. The commuter the drop, but there was no struggle
found Arguello there. Garcia was omnibus light house bill.
and
will ascend from or descend to the not even a tremor." His body was cut not p.epared to arrest his man at this STATES
INDIFFERENT TO
not time, being unarmed. Arguello shot
trains from a concourse 200 feet long down at 10:35. His nock was perNATIONAL TROOP CAMPS
at the head of the tracks where once broken, but strangulation was
him after a rhort souffle. In his dyWashington, 1). C, May 25. So far
was East Forty-fourt- h
ing sluiement Garcia stated that he
street. The fect.
cell had not expected to find Arguello at ten states Tiave declined the invita
tracks will be twenty feet below the Arguello was brought from the
of Assistant Secretary of War
grade of Lexington avenue, and there at 10:45, and his bearing was appar- the Floyd ianch, but had come there tton
Oliver to send some national guards
will be separate stairs and inclines ently as calm as was that of Medlock. on other business. It Is probable that into camp
with the regular troos
for incoming and outgoing passengers, The droi was sprung at 10:53. Ar- (he on y sought to locate his man and this summer.
Col rado declined befor seven 1lt(Jldt (1 to return-late- r
with asr.lst cause me
North of the concourse and over the gueilo's pulse continued
guard is w srauereo aiioul
. A,f.ii
t, .
inn-suburban tracks will be a cab s'and minutes, and he was cut down at
be- it
100 feet square, reached by a short 11:05. Hls neck was broken,
character and :,-;.The approaching trials of labor
'
Medlock's Statement.
flight of 6tairs. The concourse has
pru
leaders in Idaho made it
John Medlock made a statement, would
arrest.
exits to both Ix'xington avenue and
(Uim tQ thj autho,.itl,.s thore to' re
Depew place. It is planned that the which was read from the scaffold,
'tain the entire force of militia within
,
waiting rooms shall be situated In the thanking the sheriff for kindness durLire ana nme.
MeoiocK
tho state. Pennsylvania, Massacha
Grand Central palace building for two ing his imprisonment, thanking the
J )!ie Medlock was born In Tennes- s, (,s anu ohlo have already planner
Rev. Jacobs for religious consolation,
years.
see,
came to .New Mexico wmie 1o )lavo their militiamen go into
and affirming repentance for his years .id
; go.
He was engaged as a nun- - lar:e state canvi s. Other states giv
EQUIPPED FOR BOTH
er
at
at the tune .f his crime. vaiious reasons. Ten states have so
GanliifT
contained
SAILS AND STEAM statement
a warning to
New York, May 25. Designed to nil young nu n
l.n.l
i.mimnv nn.l l.ailie I1U.VU. or .lH JVinil , w.io mine far failed to respond to the invita
tion, and wo have acKnowledged re
a gap between the steamship and the abstain from liquor, and attributed his at Gardner witli a negro named
and Medlock began paying at- celpt of Invitation, but have failed to
sailing craft, the K. C. Rickmers.
condition today to these influences.
Ocrman built, five masted bark, with His statement closed with a prayer tentions to her. After some time she Indicate whether or not rliey will ac
t
MeKinney and went to live with cept.
auxiliary steam power, is on her maid from the Lutheran services.
Medlork.
The woman proved fickle
en trip to this port from Bremen.
Arguello't Statement.
New Fore6t Reserve Proposed
Square ringed on the fore, main
David Arguello made the following and left Medlock after a few weeks.
Washington, I). C. May 25, The
The murder occurred al he saloon in
mizzen and jigger, and schooner rig statement, which was also read:
house committee to Vcli was refer
en, u .ne
...eiuin-thp vessel's
eed on the aftermast,
I feel that I am getting ready to "anin.-in
i
rti li I'UIK,
U Uil
lim red the bill reconiiv introduced
lilt
enormous spread of canvas Is sit tn meet my God t day. I am not sorry
congress for
MMistiment of a
cient to drive her through the water for what is being done wiih me to- t'ailint; to gain admittance left. That forest
reservation in ibe Appalachian
he found her nt the saloon and
at a good seventeen knot speed when dav. I am only sorry for breaking
Wnen the law of Cxi. 1 am also sorrv for without warning shot. her. As she fe.l Mountain region. be::.iii ofthe hearing
favorable winds are fresh.
tho rneas- attempted to lift her up of arguments in favor
these fail or become adverse then
and pray that God will
lire this morulng, and many prominent
exclaimed. "Let her alone;
comes the triumph of steam. The ves
unto my Immortal soul, Me.lk-cSeveral per - cit izens anu (leu g :u mn mmi various
I am
sel then gathers In her cloud of csn for Jesus' sake.
thankful to want to see her drop.
southern statis we:.' in attendance
vas. starts fires under her auxiliary Rev. L. Jacobs for hU prayers in my sons were in the saloon at the t line,- at
t
the meeting to
their views
boilers, couples up her propeller am behalf, and for the o:mfort he has and Medlock cleared the room, wav- t he committee.
The plan is strong-ne- r.
becomes a plain steamship for the given nie through Je'Sits Christ, my inn his pistol in a threatening man-lie to
ly favored in Virginia and adjoining
When the room was e'eared
nonce, independent of calms, through Savior. Goodbve f "H.
rushed out and escaped in the dark- - slates.
DAVID ARG FELIX).
"(Signed)
which her auxiliary engines are cup
Argue llo also made a short prayer "ess Search was made for him ami
able of driving her at a five knot p.tlt
was every cnort was lua.le lor ins cap lire, r r KM
Likewise when winds ciime out in Spanish before the dri;
i A Mr D ALL DI
but be csiapcc! to Oklahoma. I Here,
ahead she mav have recourse to the sprung.
SCHOOL OF MINES STUDENTS
lirt time he was arrested forsame nower of s'eani, and Instead of
The arrangements for the execu- in
the old long thrashes to windward lion were perfect and tin re was not the attempted murder of another wo
fan the slightei-- t variation from ibe plan man, tried, convicted and sentenced
the steam nowt r of the es.-Special to The Kwning Citizen.
penitentiary at l.e.uen-wort- h
The execution was wit- to tinkeep her as true on her course as the arranged.
-- The
S corro, X. .M.
Vav
years. At the expirafor Min
compass points. Another distinctive nessed only by officers of the la.w.
iss
COlliliieni Clnelll
and
advantage is that le'f auxiliary ensiciaiis and members i f the pre-- s. tion of his sentence l.e was brought
.:
lie Sc hool
all by the stud,
to Raton to answer the charge of
gines will enable her m leae and
;..ra
un'!
cf
Mines
.Inly
house
in
Otory
Arguello's
..i.--'
of
Crimes.
a'
mur.Vr.
the t inpayment
enter harbors
r
tonight vii
O-- i
brilliant
Thursday, Jfily 2 1, l'.":'.. Arnm-llpuny witli a number of minor
"l tow oats.
.
!i .11
coinpos-- :
affair.
was
yen
which
jail,
a
The
'
.rt,
Cell?
of
prtty
f
out
'he
lr.ss
This Vessel is li'le if 1
ing tne cla.-.-- - s
present
an uu i' f. r
Mexican w..man, e.s than then budlv o
vaflu.g vessels which have red ,, y
.i: d It Is the
term i.ri a
d
lie
b e.i
ale prisoner and
trten'v yea-- s of age u'. Bowen, Colo- r.r af'nl from German shipc,n- cIomiil; f ht. I,,
i'ii of school
ra
yards. The o'lii r two. the I'mcs-ct- i
wis traced to Pueblo, and th'-rin the hlstorv o ti..- institution.
Arw'.lo had lw n :svlng with l.i- - tun-- and returned by Sheriff Littrell.:''
:;:! the l'i tal. ar
'.'
'
f.unii? at B.iwen to- - s- n:e time, when His cae did "t come up at the. Sep'he :.!trat; ttsde.
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SHAKES EAST IIERRERA

EARTHQUAKE

FIGHTS

NELSON

Elephant Saved by Dr. Lor- - Affairs in Russia Seem Very Cornell Wins the Boat Race
enzen's Method of Treating
Much Mixed to All
Against Harvard by
Malformations.
Three Lengths.
Outsiders.
May 25. The head office
of the .Mutual Reserve Life Insurance
company in London and all its country agencies did not open for business
today.
The Reason Given.
New
York,
May 25. Vice Presi
dent Eldredge, of the Mutual Reserve
Life Insurance company,
explained
today tha. the closing of their of
fices in England was because the
new laws of New York made It un
profitable to secure new business.

VETERINARIAN SAVES
YOUNG ELEPHANT'S LIFE.
New York, May 25. Dr. Ixrenz's
treatment for the cure of malformation
of human Joints has saved the life of
the little Kilimanjaro elephant in the
Zoological Park In the Bronx. It was
a choice between chloroform to end
tihe beast's life, and the discovery of
something new in wild animal surgery.
Through a fall a month ago one of
the elephant's legs was strained. Dr.
W. Reed Blair, chief veterinarian at
the park, tried many remedies and
then thought of the Lorenz treatment.
Determining to try it on the elephant,
he ordered a duplicate In design of
the brace Dr. Ixirenz invented, and
one weighing forty pounds was built
for the elephant It has ball bearing
hinges and was expensive. Two days
after it was put on the animal could
stand without pain, and in a week he
could walk again. Now he 18 prac
tically well.
At a price of 12,800 the elephant
was taught by the New York Zoological society a year ago. He is five
years old and only three feet in
height. He is of tho breed known
as small eared, which have never been
numerous and are very rare. From
the wHds of German L'ast Africa he
was sent to New Y'ork, and made the
long trip in good condition. Instantly
upon his arrival in the Bronx he became a great pet of the children, and
was so gentle and knowing that he
promises to win wider fame.
New York Money Market.
New York, May 23. Money on call,

easy, at 43 5 per cent; prime mercan
tile paier, 45V4 Vr cent.

New Suit. Filed.
1). Meehan has filed suit
against her husband, James Meehan,
attorney,
for divorce. Felix Baca,
represents Mrs. Meehan.
Another suit, entitled the Territory vs. Charles K. Newhall. M. W.
Flournoy and Wallace Hesselden,
was also filed late this afternoon.
Mrs.

Iona

HOW

PROBING

New York. May 25. The White
Irun, .Spain, May 25. King Alfonso
received the Itincess Ena here at Star liner. Republic, having on taard
4:45 this morning. They were given the victorious American athletes, who
competed in the Olympic ganves at
a tremendous popular reception.
Athens, arrived ln quarantine
thl
EARTHQUAKE OCCURRED
nurnlng.
Hundreds of friends were
IN MONGOLIA, 'TIS SAID. on hand to give a rousing reception.
Victoria, May 25. Mail advlctw The Republic was detained in quarfrom the Orient state that an eirth-quak- antine because of a case of smallpox
causing a great loss of life, ln the teerage.
damage to propand considerable
erty, occurred at the beginning of DANE AND MEXICAN
May at Dnionkal and vicinity, in
FIGHT FOR CHAMPIONSHIP.
Mongolia.
The Ptkin Times reports
Los Angeles, Calif., May 25. Th
that a chasm several feet In width twenty-roun- d
fight for the lightwas caused 'by the earthquake.
The weight championship between
walled city of Unlank-awas almost tling Nelson and Aurolto Herrera, Battho
completely destroyed, the loss of life Mexican fighter,
had originally
being very neavy. Severe shocks are been set for Maywhich
11,
was postalso reported from Foklen, a province poned on account of but
the disturbed
of China, the most disastrous being
following the earthquake,
ln Chuen. where many buildings were conditions
take place this evening before tho
destroyed. The loss of life is not will
Pacific Coast Athletic club. It Is reknown.
ported that both fighters are In excellent condition and that a highly
RUMORED CHANGE OF
THE PRIME MINISTER interesting contest may be expected.
Herrera will make a strong
for
St. Petersburg, May 23. It is ru- the title now held by the Dane.bidHer-rermored in 4he lobbies of parliament
admirers maintain that Nelson
this afternoon that Premier Goremy-ki- did not really defeat
the la6t
has resigned, and has been suc- time the two met lnHerrera
the ring, and
ceeded by M. SliIorf, icf Moscow. It they feel confident that Herrera will
Is also reporttnl that Prince Urusoff, be able to knock out
his opponent.
former assistant to the minister ot Nelson, on tho other hand,
not
the Interior, who resigned when the seem to doubt for a moment deies
that he
old council of the empire declined to will be able to
the sminky Mexaccept his project to remove race ican. Betting down
is practically
any
and religious limMAtlons from the odds on either fighter and tnereatseems
schorls, and who since 'had been elect-- , to be no general favorite.
ed to the lower house of .parliament
as a constitutional democrat, has been CORNELL TAKES PENNANT
appointed minister of the interior.
OVER OLD HARVARD.
Rumor Proves Untrue.
Cambridge,
7:30 p. m. It is now stated that tercollegiate Mass., May 25. The inboat race between HarPremier Goremykln, the report ol vard and
Cornell, which had orglnally
whose retirement is characterized in been set for
tomorrow. Trill take place
is
official circles as "premature,"
the Charles River this afternoon.
ready to make a declarator, of gov- on
The
change
was made so as to avoid
ernment policy tomorrow in the lower a conflict with
the final events of the
house of parliament.
Intercollegiate field and track meet,
begins
which
in the new Harvard
"Civic Day" In Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Pa., May 25. The an- Stadium this afternoon and will reach
its
conclusion
tomorrow. As this is
nual celebration of "Civic Day," designed to impress upon those who are the first time that the intercollegiate
and
Ifleld games are' held ln the
ataut to cast their first ballot or who track
recently have become voters, the dig- new stadium, it was desirable to senity and the opportunities of Ameri- cure a good attendance. As it Is the
can citizenship, will be Inaugurated at boat race Interferes to some extent
n public meeting to he held in the with the track meet, but not to a great
Acadaemy of Music this evening. The extent, as the events ln the stadium
meeting will bo called to order by today are more of a preliminary charMayor Weaver, who will introduce acter, while the important finals will
Governor Pennypacker, who has been come off tomorrow.
The race this afternoon will begin
selected as the chairman of the meeting.
The governor will deliver an at 3 o'clock. Harvard and Cornell
address and will be followed by Dr. will row on the Charles River over
course
Woodrow Wilson, president of Prince- a one mile ind seven-eightbetween the Union Boat club and
ton university.
the Longwood bridge. Both crews are
heavier than usual and represent the
best rowing material that Harvard
and Ccrnell command. Both crews approximate very closely to those which
will represent the two colleges at
New London and Poughkeepsie.
Harvard men are extremely confident of the victory of their crew.
Seven of the eight men are the same
who rowed last year, and it is said
that their work is better than ever
before. On the other hand, most of
the Cornell men are new men, who
have given great promise and those
who have watched both crews in their
trial work Bay that it will be an extremely close race. The betting is
somewhat in favor of Harvard.
a's

n

GRAFT'S

OF

KINGDOM CONTINUES

sea-leve-

-

SUNDRY PLACES

Says That New Laws iniAlfonso Meets His Bride Triumphant Athletes Re
New YorR Makes New
n
at
in
turn in Pomp From
Business
the Morning.
Greece.

He
Mexico-Arizon-

OCCURRING IN

MAKER

LOVE

121)

HOME SPORTS

LOVES EAGER

QUITS LONDON

STATEHOOD
For New

NUMBER

WHOLE WORLD

RESERVE CO.

FIGHTS ALL

bad borne a good reputation and was'
well known as a good husband and
father. He had hitherto led a religious
life, and was regarded as an especial-- I
ly Inoffensive man. The lassarts
moved into Bowen in June, 1903, and
occun'ed a house near that of Arguello
and family. Arguello met Mrs.
and was immediately infatuated with)
her, ind in a short time made known
his affection, which sho repulsed. Hig
attentions to her became constant, and
growing tired of repulsing him, she
finally told Mrs. Arguello of her husband's behavior.
Earlv on the mornirg of the crime
Argm'lo had gone to the Dassart
home. The Dassart a were living in
house No. 5, directly across from the
Bowen saloon. His attentions were
again repulsed, and again Mrs. Das- sart sent word to the wife of Arguel- nen Argueno rexuniea
os actions
u. is
aiu c wue upuruuieu mm
hie actions and struck him over the
head with a big sugar bowl in the
presence ot Mrs. Dassart. who had
conf In t0 witness the quarrel. Ar- -
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President Cassatt Started For HomePolitical
Stealing Is Exempted Railroad Official
Discharged Must Be Sanitary

Wins By Three Lengths.
Mass., May 25. The
race was won by
nell by three lengths.
B :ton,

Har-Co-

r-

vard-Corne-

an-25 The
Philadelphia. May
Other Two Are Held,
Federal Judge McPherson this af-nounri incnt was made at tho Pennsyl- vania iwiiruau on ice in una coy mm tcrnoon overruled the demurrer
to
morning that President Cassatt Kail i,he indictments
against George L.
ed for homo iroin u neroourg. r raucu, Thomas and L. B. Taggart.
Tho
Cassatt went abroad lor a:fenso presented no witnesses,
and
holiday trip.cn May fttii. It is bo-- . arguments Immediately began.
The
,
lieveil that tne revelations mauo ue-- case will go to the jury late this
the Interstate Commerce com-- ternoon.
for Cas- mission i'i re responsible
salt's sid.l.n change of plans.
.PACKING HOUSES WANT
SANITARY COMMISSION.
TOO MUCH POLITICS
Washington. D. C, May 25. The
INVOLVED THEREIN eonilif inn of u.tn
liniNfn nr
N, w York. May 2a. The appelate (,'hl-agwan severely criticized by the
'lay
supreme
court
division of the
president yesterday.
During an
down a decision discharging u.rvew .he had with William K. Skin- 1
.
erKins
(.ergo
from
nor anJ w h
represent in;
whom the Mipnme court had held! the live slock Interests
f the counof
action
await
the
thejtI.y Anil Wenreentnt ves Maitdell of
technically to
or
charge
grand
grand jury on the
Chicago. Cox. of New York, and
larceny in connection with the f .am - Brooks, of Colorado, the president
New
of
"f" announced that ho proosed n seethe
the
paign contributions
Life Insurance company to the re- Ponilltion!(j of whjoh cmnpm iit8 were
i ni.il. an national committee.
made, in the packing b uses changed
'
as promptly as possible; that the
CROSBY RELEASED ON
buildings should be remodele,l in or- DEMURRER TO CHARGE. d(.r to obtain better ventil-iio- n
and
Kansas City, Mo., May 25. Judge more light, and that, ample facilities
Smith Mcl'hers n, of the United should be provided employes, far
-rat s district court here this morn from the rooms In w hich meat was
ins; sustained the demurrer to the In- - prepared for food, to pr vei:t contani- d'ctnicnt against tieorge It. L rosny, inat t n.
Speaking for the live nock interformer freight traffic manager of tne
Hurling'ou Railway company, charg- ests and packers, Skinm r assured tne
to grant president that the packc rs authored with alleged
, on freight shipments from' ized him to state that the president
would appoint a commission of high
the ea-- t .i Missouri pom's.
pcr,. including
stained the claim tint grade sanitation
T!i j'l'lne
the government In tae present i rial one practical man, versed in inspecsutliclent evi- tion and animal 'husbandry, and they
had failed to present
dence to s'iow - ns piracy, and so dis- would U- glad to adopt any suggestions the commission might make.
charged M;e defendant.
wen- then luado on the
Skinner went a step further ttian
Argun.
of George I.. that which he lacking bouses pro- demui r.f '. 'he i a
I.. H Taggart, on trial
sed. He urged the president, to apThoma.-- an
.1
rot; ;;iracy. point a na'ional sanitary con, mission,
f.,.. ... tor ..i'i
Crosby is distinct which shall be authorized to
aUIi
i
Th.agaiu-- t
Burlington, the whole siilj-s-the
of fi(od products.
f
which l - I" n ' for trial here on He represented that it Is unfair to
single out one industry.
Muy al
1
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GOVERNOR SUSPECTED OF
MURDERING HIS VICTIM.
l.
Warsaw. May 25. Governor
of Kielce, Is the iupposed murJel-lnsk-

derer of the woman found dead ln
his room with him yesterday.
Two
shots were lieard. The governor declares that tho woman committed suicide, laical papers are forbidden to
mention the occurrence, which created quite a sensation.
Unsuccessful Attack on Bank.
A brief but bloody encounter too
place here this afternoon at the Industrial Savings bank, which was attacked by a band of anarchists,
loiter, with revolvers lu hands, the-ordered tho clerks and customers
present to hold up their .hands. The
chief clerk promptly drew his revolver and fired at the invad
This
was the signal for a fusillade, during
which two customers were killed ami
two wounded. Fivo clerks and one
anarchist were also wounded. The
anarchists escaped, carrying off tiieir
wounded.
,.

Filipinos Ate Diseased Horsss.
P. I.. May 25. Officers of
the secret service have been engaged
for some time in an investigation of
the alleged killing of diseased hoises
for food purposes. They found that
the practice existed in several places
between Manila and Caloocan. the
product having besen sold In the form
of "dried beef."
have
Instructions
lieen given from Washington, which
will enable tho operators of the information division of the constaub-ularwith the health
authorities, to break up such unsanitary practices. The report on tho
case, showing the extent of the business, has been submitted to the War
ofThe constabulary
ficials at Manila have taken prompt
an what promises to be effective action in the matter.
Manila.
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OF INC0RP0RA1 10N

ARTICLES

We Carry

'

The names of the directors who
shall manage the concerns of the
Company for the first three months,
are I. A. Porterfield, A. 1 Martin,
and Will I. Porterfield, all citizens of
the United States and residents of
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO.
Office of the Secretary.

Perfumes Imported and domestic. Some are
quite high priced, while others
cost so little ny one can afford to have them. We have
also an exceptionally complete
assortment of Toilet Goods.

6

4

(b) To purchase, or otherwise acquire, and to hold, sell, assign, trans
fer, mortgage, pledge, or otherwise
dispose of the shares of the capital
stock or other evidence of indebted
nesa created by other corporation or
corporations, and while the holder of
such stock, to exercise all the rights
and privileges of ownership, including
the right to vote thereon.
(c) To carry on the business of
mining, milling, concentrating, con
verting, smelting, treating, preparing
for market, manufacturing, buying,
selling, exchanging and otherwise producing and dealing in coal, gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, brass, iron,
steel and in all kinds of ores, metals,
and minerals, and in products and byproducts thereof, of every kind and
description, and by whatsoever process the same can be or may hereafter be produced; and generally and
without limit as to amount, to buy,
sell, exchange, lease, acquire, and
deal in lands, mines, and mineral
rights and claims, and in the above
specific products, and to conduct all
business appurtenant thereto.
(d) To borrow and loan money; to
own and operate manufactories, farms,
stock farms and ranches; to buy, sell,
breed, raise and deal in cattle, sheep,
horses, hogs and all kinds of live
stock.
(e) To do anything and to carry
on any business which a natural person could do or carry on.
(f) The corioration shall also have
power to conduct Its business in all
branches, and unlimitedly to bold,
purchase, mortgage and convey real
and personal property In any state,
territory or colony of the 1'n'ted
States and in any foreign country or
place.
IV.

The Company shall be authorized

to Issue capital stock to the amoun'

of

Twenty Five Thousand iKillarg
The number of shares of
which the capital stock shall consist
Is two, hundred and fifty shares of
the par value of One Hundred Dollars
each. The amount of capital stock
with which the company shall commence business shall be Ten Thousand Five Hundred Dollars $10,5im.iii).
Thp names and postoftlce addresses
of the incorporators ami the number

.
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Htpaocdt (no.). Brla Brokers
W7 fcb.mlcal Building. 6t Loula
WANTED.

fa-Go-ld

.All

ALL WORK

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

F. COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
B.

ROOM 12.

s
WANTED A
cook at the
Vendome hotel at once.
WANTED Comiitent
woman FTf
general housework. 906 West Rail
road avenue,
WANTED Teams, Tot logging and
lumber hauling, at Maine, Ariz. For
particulars, address the J. M. Dennis Lumber Co., Rihoades, Ariz.
WANTED A goodn u rse "gl rl ; one
wtho will assist with second work.
Apply to Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld, 1009
Tijeras road.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street.
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
W ANTED
One or two ladles, to take
furnished flat for summer; four
rooms with bat-h- ;
ocol,
pleasant
rooms and good location. Rent rea
sonable. Address, M. D., Evening
Citlsen.
ny number
WANTED
Good men,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran
teed for three years. Inquire Abra
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
MALE HELP WANTED.
$"2(5
WANTED Branch managers;
caeh, weekly. Live at home. Ex
perience unnecessary. No canvass
Ing. Enclose stamp for particulars,
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
Minn.
WANTED Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years.' Inquire Abra
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
FOR RENT.
1
r m
Large, front rormis,
newly furnished. 416 South Third
first-clas-

A II

A good looking face

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

INTEREST

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly taada
On
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rate
are reasonable. Call and tee ns before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
BteamBhip tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms
and 4, Grant Bldg.
SIS West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.

A

tit

DtAU BODY

SECOND SEARCH FOR THE REMAINS OF MAN ON GRAHAM'S
RANCH WAS REWARDED.

The story of the finding of a dead
ACTIVITY
CATTLE MAR- body in the river near Graham's ranch
KET IN NEW MEXICO up in New Mexico, not many miles
from here, and which Sheriff Lucero,
after a day's investigation, thought
NUMEROUS
ARE was a hoax, was yesterday proven to
SHIPMENTS
MADE THIS WEEK OVER THE be true, says the El Paso
Times.
LINE OF THE ROCK ISLAND
Graham, the boy who discovered
NORTH OF ALAMOGORDO.
the body, was found yesterday by
Deptuy Constable Rynerson and taken
A correspondent writing from
to Sheriff Lucero, who was still in the
under date of May 22, says: city. The boy insisted that
he had
There were shipped from Carrlzozo by seen the body and
that If the officers
the American Live Stock aad lxan would accompany him
he would take
company to Rapid City, S. D 1650 them to the place. Accordingly
yeshead of one and two year old steers terday morning Sheriff Lucero, acfrom the W Bar ranch. The stock companied by Captain Greet of this
were inspected by E. H. Wayland, city, left for the Graham ranch, taking
deputy inspector.
with them young Graham.
There were shipped from the
The young man without any trouble
yards Monday, by
iyne & led the officers to the place where he
Woody, 388 steers, one year old, to had first seen the body.
Sure enough,
Santa Rosa. On the same date and the half submerged remains, of a man
from the same yards, there were ship- were seen lying on a small Island In
ped by Mclntyre, Gallegos & Co., to tho river. The three were forced to
different points In Kansas, one car of wade across to the small Island to get
mules and steers, one car of bulls and to the body. It was in a badly decomthree or four cars of three and four posed state and had evidently been
year old steers, 580 head In all. They In the water for several days. As
were inspected by J V.
nearly as could be Judged the remains
Monday there were shipped from were thoBe of a Mexican of the laborHueco, by John Hicks, 1029 steers ing class. A coarse shirt and pair of
yearlings, which went to Santa Rosa, trousers and one gaiter comprised the
N. M. They were purchased from clothing that covered the body. There
W. W. Cox, Al Coe and a number of was nothing In the pockets of the FOR SALE A
double-ba- r
other stockmen.
reled, 12 gauge shotgun; bran new
dead man to reveal his Identity, and
never has been used; one of th
J. H. Klrby, secretary to W. S. as the body was badly putrelled the
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
H'.ipewell, vice president of the Santa officers did not attempt to remove it.
flee for particulars.
that Sheriff Lucero did
Ft Central, came in from Santa Fe notThefindreason body
on his first search FOR SALE My general mercfiandlse
the
la'it night.
was that he had misunderstood the
business located four miles from
boy In his designation of the place
Helen. A rare chance for some one
Fortunate Missouriant.
where
liody.
I
seen
he
had
Livonia,
to
was
a
druggist,
the
step into a nice money-makin- g
"When
at
Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer, now of
business.
Will bear full investigaNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Graysville, Mo., "three of my custion. Good reason for selling. Call on
tomers were permanently cured of
or address, Chus. Mann, Publltos, N.
(Homestead Entry No. 6293.)
Mex
consumption by Dr. King's New Dis- Department of the Interior,
ofLand
covery, and are well and strong today.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M April 2G, FOR SALEGeueral
merchandise
One was trying to sell his property
store, with "saloon in connection.
190C.
move
and
to Arizona, but after using
G "1 paying business.
Established
Notice Is hereby given that the folNew Discovery a short time he found lowing named
for sixteen years. Store, 25x50 feet.
settler has filed noIt unnecessary to do sr. I regard Dr. tice of his
V :i rehouse,
15xt'.0 feet.
Stock will
intention to make final
King's New Discovery ns the most proof In supports
Invoice aliout $2,500. This stock is
his claim, and
of
wonderful medicine In existence." that said proof will be made before
,
all new and clean. Reason for
Surest Cough and Cold cure and the probate clerk of Bernalillo
Koing out of business. Address.
county
Throat and Lung healer. Guaranteed at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June
Mrs. .1. Welner. Sandoval, X. M.
by all druggists.
50c and fl. Trial 6, 190C, viz.: Jesus Garcia y Lopez, of FOR SAi.E
A large mrrcanUle busl-nerbottles free.
Carpenter.
Bernalillo county, New
enj.yylng
a most excellent
o
trade, ,ui(i controlling business for
Mrs. Bambini, tt her parlors. No Mexico, for the west half of the southquarter
township
west
of
12.
a
section
lame scope of country; or will
209 West Railroad avenue, Is presell half. Can engage In the sheep
pared to give thorough scalp treat lo north, range 5 east.
names
following
lie
witnesses
the
mill (u::io business; also gristmill.
mtnt, do hair dressing, treat corns,
Gooii bargain for
some enerpctic
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She to prove his continuous residence
land,
man
give massaze treatment and manicur- uion and cultivation oof said
from $0,000 to $8,000 to
viz.:
invest, call at The Citizen office
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
Loandro Jaramillo, Tedro Garcia,
f r
nf complexion cream builds up the
Olguin
Francisco
Gutierrez,
FOR u. i
skin and improves the complexion, all of Carpenter, and Ilario
Stock and timber ranch;
New Mexico.
alumTmi acres fenced; 30 head of
and Is guaranteed not to bo InjuriMANUEL It. OTERO.
can:.-::
wagons, tools and
ous. She also prepares a hair tonic
hirse-sRegister.
l':irm.iii; Implements.
Two
that cures and prevents dandruff am!
lln: . larn, and large corral. Only
nair falling out; restores life to dead
Not if at Rich as Rockefeller.
iw 11,,:, s from railroad.
hair; removes moles, warts and suAdjoining
If you hail all the wealth of Rocke- .,.,
perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
Plenty of
'.in. ut reservation.
fl'M.'P tli,, h;r.i,i.l.,.J
tit .,n.,nntA
frec kle cure and pimple cure and pile could not buy a better medicine for
I'rice. $1,500. Easy terms.
N IVar'a & Co., real estate dealers,
cure. All of these preparations are bowel com; laints than Chamberlain's
Wi t Gold avenue.
purely vegetable compounds. Have i one, i n i. ra and Diarrhoea liemeciy.
just adib'd a vibrator machine for The iiios! eminent physician can not
LOST.
of scalp, face and cure of prescribe a better
preparation
for I.o.vi
hand-hascontaining
Mack
wnnUlcs. H Is also used for rheuma- Collf lltwl ,1 :i
it. a l..tli fit
''" '
Liter and two postal cards,
tism, pains and massage.
and adults. The unifor msuccess of
a
iway. south of viit'luet.
tills remedy has shown it to be su
'
21s' South Walter street,
A Mountain of Cold
never
aa
perior
iaus,
io
It
ouiers!
'''
could not bring as much happiness to
ft iv,. reward.
when
and
water
and
with
reduced
Mrs. Lucia Willie, of Canllne, Wis.,
to take.
FOUND.
as did one 2"ic box of Bucklen's Ar- (sweetened, it is pleasan
Yab" keys." Will
nica Salve, when it completely euro! Every family should be supplied with F( il .V. vbiinc
'
owner at The fit
a running sore on her leg. whic h had it. Sold by all druggists.
to
i::ied
o
"ilu-tortured her 1!3 long yeirs. Greatest
iiiKin payment for this noA M uncle, Intl., man who tried to
antiseptic healer of Piles, Wounds, coiner the onion
crazy.
market, went
and Sores. 20c at all druggists.
1
A t'r.ieu
It was too strong to corner.
A'aiit ad dot 6 the work.
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SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Capital, 1160,000.00.
Account

GROCERY
AND MEAT MARKET
FOR 8ALE.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; Y?.
J. JOHNSON, AssL Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo- mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

d

room, iby day, week or month. The
Greene hotel, 523 South First street.
FOR RENT A store room, with a
itwelvei-roohouse connected; also
modern houses of from three to six
rooms. W. H. McMilllon, real estate broker, 211 West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Nice turnisheu rooms,
with electric lights and bath, for
light housekeeping
and sleeping
purposes. Inquire et corner of
Railroad
and Fourth street
Over hardware store.
FOR RENT Cottage flats of two to
four rooms, nicely furnished for
housekeeping, $10 and $12. Very
cheap for the summer, or will board
by the week or month very reason
able. Mrs. R K. Norris, 524 John
street, east end of viaduct.
FOR SALE.
t oil saliu jersey cow, 723 North
Second street.
four-rooFOR SALB-r-Nehouse,
with lath, etc. 507 North Twelfth
street.
FOR SALE Fresh Jersey cows, at
Kelly's,
five
miles
and one-hal-f
south of city.
FOR SALE A saddle mare, cheap".
Inquire of Mrs. J. W. McQuade, No,
234 North Walter street.
FOR SALE Two sets ol snelvlng.
ninety fect long; two sixteen-foo- t
counters; one thirty-foo- t
counter.
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
FOR SALE A banasome Harduian
piano, in fine condition and almost
iiew, at a bargain.
For particu
lars, call at this office.

ALLOWED

On

Building for sale or rent.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHI80N,

PROPOSITION.

A PAYING

TOPEKA

A 8ANTA FE

RY.

PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
110 West Gold Avenue.
Notarial

work

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

conveyancing.

and

ALBUQUERQUE, N.
PROFESSIONAL

VL

CARDS

Offloara aad Director.
JOSHUA g. RAYNOLDS
FLOURNOT

LAWYERS.
Bernard 8. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY-AT-.VAW-

President
Ylce President
Cashier
Aaaistant Caller
Dlreotot

........ .....,..., ......
......
......MM.

FRA NK McKEH
R. A. FROST
H. r. RAYNOLDS

V.

.

DEPOSITORY.

.,.

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profit

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

WQ,MM
260,0OO.M

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

6anta Ta Rallwar Company

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

First-clas- s

FOUND

NEW MEXICO

Capita! and Surplus. $100,000

1

OOCOOOOcDOO00Ol
YOUR ACCOUNT

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

Secretary.

1

Tele--

What is the secret of good looks ?
Complexion a clear, smooth,
youthful complexion 'with health
tints that fairly glow with life.
.
32 F street
You can have a good complexion.
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Your face, neck, arms and
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
hands can be made delicious to
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
look at. Use Hagan's Magnolia
R. W. U. Bryan.
.
Balm and you'll look ten years
Albuquer
que,
M.
N.
Office, First National
younger immediately after apbuilding.
Rank
street.
plying it. It is not a cosmetic,
E. W. Oobson.
RENT Pleasant front rooms for
neither is it greasy or sticky. It FOR
.
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
Office Crcm
is a liquid as harmless as diswell block, Albuquerque,. N. M.
West Railroad avenue.
tilled water.
c, at an drugg,.
FOR RENT
board and

N

tion.

position;

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

t.

ALBUQUER QUK

or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

titnt

EAST RAILROAD AVE.
Opposite Reynolds' New Bldg.

Full Set of Teeth
$6.00 U"
Crowns
Gold Filling
$1.50 Up
Painless Extracting ....50c

aend

dl-e- ct,

Union or loatal

Western

gra,pn offlce8 for 8n x D.
messenger
caao to The Citizen office, or tele-

i--0

Wa hvn tittndrult nf Msh ardi.
ni
technical pcmltlc.ru paring It.im 1,000 to r. OOO a
yaar, nut d navrrt fmmKtt cauBhle. exrlencrd
Illevt" ynti arfl tha
to tUN
1
w e h t m a ii lor cur of ttie-II .1
I
placet wrlta to-dfor book I OPEN Iw a
baya office In Mil lartre ctttpg and iflr the sur-- t
rntthod ot marks-linyout ability for eraijr cent I'.
fe worth.

KOQX0XCO00000

Mexico, May 23, 1906, 2 p. m.
J. W. RAYNOLDS.
O to M.

phone

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
9

to-w- it:

Compd.

boy,

Remember, we give the utmost care to our prescription
department, and have the confidence of all the physicians.

by-la-

III.
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Let lis Show Them
o You.

OF
COMPARISON.
CERTIFICATE
1. J. W. Raynolds. Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record in this office, at 2 o'clock p. ra., on
the 23rd day of May. A. D. 1906,
of Incorporation of Porter-fiel- d
Article
Company (No. 4418),
And also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
original thereof, now on file, and declare It to be a correct transcript
IX.
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
In
WStness Whereof, We have hereGiven under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, unto set our hands and sea's this 15th'
day
of May, 1906.
at the City of Santa Fe, the Cap'tal,
(Signed)
on thia 23rd day of May, A. D 1906.
D. A. PORTERFIELD.
(Seal)
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
(Seal)
A. L. MARTIN.
Secretary of New Mexico.
WILL L. PORTERFIELD. (Seal)
Certificate of Incorporation of the
Territory of New Mexico, county of
Porterfield Company.
Bernalillo 89.
We. the undersigned, cltizenB of the
I certify that on this 15th day of
United States, and residents of the
Territory of New Mexico, for our May. 1906, before pie personally came
selves, our associates and successors, D. A. Porterfield. A. L. Martin and
ourselves together Will L. Porterfield, to me personally
liave associated
for the purpose of forming a corpor known, and known to me to be the
ation under the laws of the Territory same persons described In and who
of New Mexico, and we. hereby certify executed the foregoing instrument, and
severally duly acknowledged to me
and declare as follows,
I.
that they had signed and executed the
The name of this corporation is same.
In Witness Whereof, I have herePORTERFIELD COMPANY.
unto set my hand and affixed my ofII.
ficial seal at said county the day and
The principal and registered office year last above written. (Signed)
(Seal)
M. E. HICKEY.
of the Company is at No. 110 West
Notary Public, Bernalillo county.
Gold avenue, in the city of Albuquer
que, county of Bernalillo and Terr!
Indorsed: No. 4418.
Cor. Rec'd.
tory of New Mexico, and the name
of the agent therein and in charge Vol. 5, Page 391.
thereof, and upon whom process Articles of Incorporation of Porterfield Company.
against this corporation may be
Filed In Office of Secretary of New
served, is Will L. Porterfield.

The objects for which and for each
of which this corporation Is formed,
are. as follows: As principals, agents
or otherwise, to do in any part of the
world any and every of the things
herein set forth to the same extent as
natural persons might or. could do,
and in furtherance', and not in limi
tation of the general powers conferred
by laws of New Mexico, it is hereby
expressly provided tfiat the corporation shall have the following powers:
(a) To buy and sell real estate, as
principals and as agents on commis
sion; to do a general abstracting
IiuslnesB,
to hold, own, mortgage,
pledge, and to assign or otherwise
dispose of, to invest, deal In or deal
with goods, wares, merchandise, and
property of every class and descrip-

th
TFIFPHflNF
U L.
II
your ad with the
and

Of the choicest

The following provisions for the
regulation of the business are hereby
established. The affairs and business
of the corporation sha'l be conduct ed
by a boar! of three directors, and by
the officers by them to be elected, as
hereinafter provided. A majority of
the directors shall constitute a quor
um. lmmediatelyRfter this certificate
of incorporation is Issued, the directors above named shall elect a presi-cn- t.
a vice president and treasurer and
secretary, to serve for three months
or until their successors are elected
and qualified. On the first Monday of
August of each year, there shall be
held a stockholders' meeting of the
Corporation at the principal office In
Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
purpose of electing a board of direct
ors and for transacting such other
buRlne?s as may properly come be
fore tne said stockholders meeting.
The Board of Directors may call a
stockholders' meeting whenever it
seems necessary so to do. The Board
of Directors shall have full power
and authority to make all rules and
for the proper government
and control of all the business affairs
of the Corporation, and they may alter
and amend the same at pleasure. Vacancies occurring in the Board of Directors shall be filled by the stockholders, and other offices vacant from
whatever cause shall be filled by the
Board of Directors.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

and yau etn rely upon It, ae we have not failed before, that your
money Is not thrown away. We have eleo rented hundreds of houses
by our want ade, as well as eold nearly everything we have advertised through them.

a Large and

Varied Line

VIII.

W

MAY 25, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can scccre it for yog by a small
- want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs

DO

FOR THE TOILET

The duration of this company shall
be fifty years.
VII."

FRIDAY,

aKOOCOOOOaOOO0O0O0

each are as

D. A. Porterfield, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 35 Shares.
I
A.
Martin, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 35 Shares.
Albuquerque,
Will U Porterfield,
New Mexico, 35 Shares.

"

CITIZEN.

EVENING

DENTISTS.

DR.

J.

S

E. KRAFT,

High-Frequen- cy

"OLD RBLIABLE"

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 313V4 West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5

s
CI

4

ESTABLISHED 1171

PUTNEY

L. B.

WHOLESALE

ID-

GROCER
0

Flour, Grain and Provisions

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
A. BORDER8.
Commercial Club Building. Black
and white hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms
Barnett building
AlbuquerquA. N. M. Both 'phones.
LAND MATTERS.

t

mo largest ana. Most exclusive stock ot staple
vainra 1L.
Groceries

Paa.lAM

.

-

In

T

a)

the Southwest.

0
0
0

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILl DAD AVENUE

,

ALBUQUERUE. N. at.
SAVE

H. W. 8. Otero,

United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue.
Will attend
to matters before the land office CIVIL ENGINEER.
R.

I

OOOCXOCXO0OOOOOX3OOO

Practice

J.

mm

DIRECTORS.
.O. N. MARRON.
WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN.
I. A. DYE.
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
OK. W. G. SHADRACH,

p.

BaifcK

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution to
guard the interests or our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.

N. T. Armljo Bldg.

6--

National

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DR. R. L. HUST.
Office,

AT THE

wState

Dental 8urgeon.
Roomi 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, 0. D. 8.
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

IS WELCOME

TROUBLE

AND

EXPENSE,

As well aa sickness and possibly loss
of life, by having defective plumbing

taken out and up to date sanitary
plumbing put Into your home. We'll
fit you up a model bath room, with
gas heating attachment for hot water,
at a reasonable cost.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.

Farwell,

Room 23. N. T Armljo Putlding.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Trios. K. D. Mrddlson,
Office with W. B. Childers. 117 w act
Gold avenue.

VETERNINARIAN,
Dr. F. L. Schneider.

Standard Heating

Office, 424 North Second street.
Plwncs Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
CONTRACTOR

AND

Auto phone, 671.

BUILDER.

-

I
IAMS
PAINT
BUILDING PAPER
Always in
Covers more, looks best, wears
Mock'
faster, Lime, Cement,
longest, most economlacl, full
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
measure.

8HERMAN-WH.-

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

AND MASSAGE.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

Shampooing and facial massage;
will give treatment at home or nt office. Room 19, Elite hotel. Mrs. M.
F. Ilreen.
TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

KILL the COUCH

CURE the LUNGS

Wholesale Grocers

Dr. King's

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

and

WITH

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

J. C. UALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

A. L. Morgan.
INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; job work solicited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
911 North
Second street, Albuquer-

The

que, N. M.
SHAMPOOING

& Plumbing

Net? Discovery
FOR I

1PTICN
OUGHS and

WOLDS

ALBUQUERQUE

Pries

i $1.00
Free Trial.

50c

Vuro tor ail
barest and UuK-'TBOUB-o- r
J THROAT and LUNO
BACK.
st

MONK1

J

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
t'afSjTaSirsaNaaVjrj

--

HTvlaf

Bsl

FRIDAY,

ALBUQUERQUE

MAY 25, 19M.
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ASSOCIATION
COLLEGIATE

NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR
m

ATHLETICS

--

I

r

iTwiTTTir

36

Thirty First Annual Track
and Field Combination
of Games.

As a City Grows, the Builders of the More Beautiful Homes
ALWAYS SEEK THE HIGHER GROUND

SIX HUNDRED NEN ENTERED

Under Auspices of Association
of Amateur Athletes
of America.

urn WEE SITY

Cambridge, Mass., May 25. Today
is the opening day of the thirty-firannual track and field games of the
Intercollegiate Association of Amateur Athletes of America, which will
be held today and tomorrow in the
new Harvard Stadium on Soldiers'
Held. Some six hundred men have
entered In the various events, which
is fully two hundred more than ever
before. There is great satisfaction in
New England athletic circles over the
fact that the annual championships
are finally to be held in the New Har
vard Stadium, which is considered an
ideal place for such an event, instead
dash,
of on the grounds of the Pennsylvania out for honors in the
University, where they have been held are Dodge nnd Lockwood, Harvard;
Deur and Whitman, Pennsylvania;
for several years.
The admission of Dartmouth into Castlemaj, Colgate; Twitchell, Torrey
the association lias added to the num and Lowe, Yale; Gamble and Runyon,
ber of entries for this year, and all Princeton; Swasey, Dartmouth, and
events are well filled up, which means Hunter, Johns Hopkins.
G. E. Roosevelt, a nephew of Presi
that many heats will have to be ran
Yale, dent Roosevelt, will be one of Har
Harvard, Pennsylvania,
oft.
Cornell and Princeton are well . up vard's representatives in the high
among the leaders in the number of Jump. Another Harvard man who
will compete in that event Is P. M.
entries.
Cornell will have R. L. Ross-ma- n
As is usually the case, there were Clark.
dash
nnd R. Rosman. Other entries
more entries in the
than In any other event. It is a high are Ryan, Columbia; Moffltt and Dana,
class field, including some of the best Pennsylvania; Marshall and Sisson,
sprinters, like L. P. Dodge and P. C. Yale; Ialrd and Tooker, Princeton;
Lockwood, Harvard; K. B. Squires and Hubbard, Amherst.
In the bread jump are W. B. Jordan,
and R. F. Young, Syracuse; C. A
Gould, F. C. Wallis and R. Tindali, Harvard: T. F. Weber, Stevens' In- -i
Cornell; J. T. Cartwell, W. D. Dean stitute; Mosher and Turner, corneii;
and J. D. Whitman, Pennsylvania; F. Eddingfield, Columbia; Green, PennR. Castleman. Colgate; D. S. Torrey, sylvania; Tlppett, New Y'ork UniverT. Lowe, R. Twitchell, and G. M. But- sity; Sheffield, Yale; Simons, Prince
ler, Yale; R. A. Gamble and L. H ton; Hubbard, Amherst, nnd Horrack,
Simnos, Princeton; F. F. Read, Am- Williams.
Yale loses a good man in the role
herst, and Swasey, Dartmouth.
There should be a pretty race i;i vault. W. Day, the present record
hurdle holder, has a sprained ankle, and will
the final heat of the
race, which has among It3 entries: not be able to compete. The most
,. Ash promising vaulters are A. G. Grant and
F. R. Castleman. Colgate;
burner, Cornell; O. F. Rogers, Har R. B. Grimy, Harvard; C. Aleen, SyS racuse; J. B. Phillips, nnd T. M. JackM. Fuller, Syracuse; E.
vard:
Amsleer, Pennsylvania; W. H. Eales son, Cornell; Swain and Kirk,patrick
and R. Hill, Yale; W. M. Armstrong Pennsylvania; Gilbert and- - Hinton,
Princeton; J. H. Hubbard, Amherst Yale, and H. L. Moore and H. S. Ten-nePrinceton.
and M. D. Griswold, Williams.
Seventy-tw- o
In the shot put are B. T. Stephenmen are enlered in
run. Some of those son, Harvard; M. F. Horr, Syracuse;
the nuarter-mil- e
who have figured before are E. J W. B. White and C. T. Cook, Cornell;
Dives, Harvard; K. B. Squires, Syra J. J. Ryan, Columbia; R. K." Hollings-hea- d
cuse; N. J. Cartwell and J. D. Whit
and A. B. Zeigler, Pennsylvania;
man, Pennsylvania; W. Coholan, t. P. White, Yale; L. H. Hooynmgian,
Ewing. J. M. Cates and J. H. Brown- Amherst, and R. A. Maxwell, Swarth
ing, Yale; R. C. Runyon, Princeton: more.
T. L. Shevlin, and R. C. Tripp, Yale;
Evans and Rose, Dartmouth, and G.
H. B. Keesliurg and R. H. Creson,
Henrie, Swarthmore.
team,
Harvard; G. T. Cook, Cornell, and W.
S. B. Parsons, of the Olympic
run, and H. Daub, Princeton, are among the
is enerted for the half-mil- e
will have to compete against runners, most prominent entries for the ham
like H. H. Whitman, Harvard: K. B. mer throw.
Anticipating a series of desperate
Squires, Syracuse; F. B. Townsend.
C. F. Magoffin and T C. Carpenter, struggles for supremacy, the execuCornell; S. H. Terry and J. K.
tive committee of the Intercollegiate
Pennsylvania; W. R. Sisson, Co- association has selected James E.
lgate; V. V. Tilson and B. Moore, Yaie; Sullivan, secretary-treasurof the
A. U Swan and R. P. Dingle, PrinceUnion of th-sAmateur Athletic
ton; Rose, Thrall and Shipley, Dart- United States, as referee of the meet.)
mouth, and R. Baker, Swarthmore.
Ho is considered one of the greatest
Another remarkably big field Is en- authorities on all kinds of athletics
run. Some and track matters and his selection U
tered for the one-miof the prominent starters will be H. universally approved.
M. Turner and A. Dana, Harvard,
K. B. Squires, Syracuse; C. F. Magoffin, G. F. Lewis, A. I Wildgoose
and J. C. Hemingway, Cornell; L. P.
Jones, H. S. Terry, G. Haskins and
S. W. Root,
Pennsylvania;
W. J.
LEngle. P. J. Scudder and W. GibNational League.
son, Yale; R. P. Parsons, J. H. Kelly
At Chicago
R. H. E.
and A. U Swan, Princeton, and R.
Chicago
5 11 2
Nearly all of
Baker, Swarthmore.
B
2
8
these men are entered and will prob- New York
Lundgren and Moran;
Batttries
run. Corably run in the two-minell men are very confident of win- Maithewson, Wiltse and Bresnahan.
At St. Ixjuis
R. H. E.
ning U)th events.
Among the men who will fight it St. Louis
li1 184 03
Philadelphia
Batteries Hoclsketter and Grady;
Lush and Dooin.
fi
8
2
At Pittsburg
Boston
4 10 2
Phillippi, Karger and
Batteries
Phelps; Pfeiffer, Dorner and O'Neill.
st
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The Comine Aristocratic Residence Section of Albuquerque.

220-ya-

rd

120-ya-

1

9 So, Second

PING! WENT

j

100-ya-

1

JHE

St., First Natl Bank Bids.

The Champion Sole

BULLET

BUT BILLY SMITH WASN'T HURT
MUCH,
BECAUSE
HE HADN'T
HAD HIS BREAKFAST.

Sewing machine

rd

This

iff)

Mil)

i

J'jM::U m

le

le

American League,
At New York
Detroit

PURE

New

BORAX

IN THE

LAUNDRY
Softens Water
Cleans and Whitens
Clothes
If your dealrr hasn't
Borax, take no substitute. Write us,
enclosing 5 cents, giving dealer's name,
and we will mad vou a package, and include booklet, " Porax in the Home."
111.

BORAX SOAP
Nature's Cleanse!
Borax,
Pure
contains
and Whitener hence makes clothes
enowy white and fcyciemcally clean.
All Grocers.
Free sample bar for top f:om poured
Borax anJ dealer's
carton
came and your name and JJrcss.

6 13
8 12

0
2

fcloux City

12
f 15

We

TERRITORIAL TOPICS
remwr

BILLY SMITH.
Spixdal Correspondenoe.
A GAS PLANT
EI Paso, Texas, May 25. To the
Las Vegas will have a gas plant. fact that he fitlled to eat his ureaK-fas- t
on the morning the bandits atThe plant will when completed be

A WOMAN

108 YEARS OLD
DEAD IN UNION COUNTY.
Mrs. Ascension Ortega, aged 108
years, died a few days ago at Buey- -

LAS VEGAS TO HAVE

eros, Union county, where she had
settled twenty years ago. The aged
woman, up to the time of her death,
said that she had never seen a day of
illness in her life and attributes this
to the fact that she always led an
out-dolife
under New Mexico's
sunny skies.

sufficiently large tq supply a city with
a population of 25,00(1, says the Optic.
Plans for the prospective plant have
already been submitted and the im
port ant details have been determined
upon. Construction will probably be
gin alKiut the middle of July and the
work of building the plant, installing
machinery and piping will be pushed
with a view to early completion. The
gas holder Is to contain 40,000 cubic
feet of gas which will be manufactured from coal. The building slto of
the proposed plant will be In the roar
of the power house on Twelfth street.
The work will cost approximately

or

WILL PROBABLY CHANGE
THE NAME OF LAS VEGAS
The following special from Las Vegas to the Denver News of recent date
can be taken with several grains of
allowance: The people of the city of
Las Vegas are extremely indignant
because the postoflice department has $75,000.
renamed their postoflice East Las Vegas and there is much talk of a move- CARLSBAD OFFICEment to change the name of the city
HOLDERS DEFEATED
The democratic primaries for Eddy
from l,as Vegas altogether and divide
county resulted In almost a clean
the county.
sweeping out of the old county offM. C. Stewart, who has held
REPRIMAND FOR
icers.
THE COUNTY PRESS the office of sheriff for four terms,
On application for change of venue was defeated by Jim Christopher, a
in the Campbell case at Tombstone It former deputy, now a wealthy citizen
was made to appear to the court that of Artesla, made rich by the boom In
progressed real estate in that, little city of three
the case had unduly
through the columns of the county years' growth. Will Merchant, a prompress, causing Judge Doan to call at- inent man himself and a Bon of Capt.
tention to the Infraction upon Justice, W. H. Merchant of Abilene, one of the
his manner of expostulating carrying wealthiest cattlemen In west Texas,
the conviction that the jurist was tir- was nominated over W. J. Barber.
ing of the gratuitous procedure inau- John O. McKeen was nominated for
gurated by the knights of the quilt in tax assessor over John L. Emerson,
their frenzied endeavor to condemn the present Incumlient. B. A. Nywyer,
and convict: defend and acquit, says who hns held the office of county surthe Prospector. While we sympathize veyor for many years, was defeated
with the boys, wo will stay by the bv a mere youth, Joe Cunningham.
court and await the deliberation of The republican convention will meet
juries.
on the 2fith anJ It Is rumored that the
republicans are likely to endorse the
HOT GUN PLAY
democratic candidates.
j

2
o

Corlxtr and Hess; Engle

tacked the Dolores treasure train in
the mountain wilds of Mexico, BUly
Smith owes hU life.
The .bullet that wounded Smith penetrated his abdomen, but because of
his gaunt! condition it did not reach a
vital svot. Four of Smith's companions were killed in the holdup.
Smith is now in this city recovering from the wound. He is so thankful because of his, escape that he declares that he will hereafter eat sparingly when starting uKn a Journey
through the Mexican mountains.
ground above them without warning
gave way. Tutchen was on his knees
when the accident occurred, and was
struck by a falling rock, which
weighed a half a ton. He was completely doubled over, and In this shape
the strain on his back was such that
It snapped oft completely. In addition
to the Injury to his back Tutchen was
struck on the head with a rock which
cut a severe gash, eight stitches being
taken to close it up. In addition he
was badly bruised about others parts
of the body. Fortunately for Krupich
he had moved a Bhoit distance from
Tutchen, and escaped the greater rait
of the fall. He has a badly bruised
right shoulder nnd a sprained and
slightly fractured left knee. Ho will
be in the hospital but a few weeks.
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The

Bergei.-Gi.os- e

Opposite Postoffice

Stock Co

AT THE CASINO
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Nights, and
Wednesday Matinee, in

THE FARDNERS

DIAMOND

-

I

218 S. Second Street

rs

-

1

A. Si

SPECIALTIES.
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Joe Sanders, Ned Slngletonj Parrinera Berger and Webb ...Illustrated Songs
Wm. E. Neff and Leslie P. Webb.
Baby Lucille
Songs
H. Frank Melville Baby Florence
Josiah Scraggs
Buck and wing dances
Wm. Hill Hill & Edmonds Trio
Major Britt
Judge Brandon
Wm. Double
Novelty Specialties
C. Rea Berger
Wing Lee
Grose, the handcuff king, next
Sam
Fred Schone Wednesday night, May 23.
Anna Edmonds
Posle
There will be an entire change of
Mabel Sweeney
Grace Brandon
Mary Brandon Helen K. May bill on Monday and Thursday of each
week during the season. Doors open
SYNOPSIS.
at 8 p. m. Performance begins at
Actl Brandon's residence.
FIND THE CHICKERING STORE
8:30.
Matlnoea, Saturday and SunAct II Home of the Pardners.
Act III Interior of Brandon's home. day. Doors oen at 1:30 p. m. PerWherever you go; you will find the
formance at 2.
Act IV Same as Act 3.
piano store that represents Chlckor-In- g
& Sons to be the best place to
look for pianos of less expensive
(Choice of seats.)
Admission to Matinees.
grade.
10c
Adultd
15c
Children
The name Chlckering la in Itself
MUSIC STORE.
RESERVED SEATS AT LEARNARO & LINOEMANN'S
REMINISCENT ALBUQUERQUEAN almost a guarantee of that store's
VISITS EL PASO methods. You may safely depend upon
A few days ago a visitor from AlIts advice as to the other maRes It
buquerque dropped Into the police sta bandies. In New Mexico the ChlckAutomatic Phone, 292.
Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.
ering is represented solely by
tion n snuKe nanus wun several
who were old acquaintances of
MUSIC CO.
THE WHITSON
his. For an hour the visitor talked
with Greet and Mitchell and Dwyer
Postmaster Robbed.
and others and then he saw n police
G. W. Fonts, postmaster at River-ton- .
budge which reminded him of someIa., nearly lost his life end was
thing, "Who is It," lie began In a ru- rob! c, of all comfort, according to
minative sort of way, "that used to his letter, which says: "For 20 years
wear a diamond bad-'- e down here?" I had chronic liver complaint, which
"How's that?" said Mitchell.
led to such a severe case of Jaundice
"I was just thinking." the visitor reeven my finger nails turned yelsumed, "of a beautiful badge that I that
low; w hen my d'tor prescribed Elecnoticed some time u'o in a pawn shop tric Bitters; which
cured me and
w indow
at Albuqtier ,uo. Well, sir, It
kept me well for eleven years."
was a beautiful tiong a solid gold have cure for Biliousness, Neuralgia,
star with a great l.:g diamond In the Sure
Weakness and all Stomach, Liver,
It had an inscription on it Kidney and Bladder derangements. A
center.
something like this: Chief .l Poll;e, wonderful
tonic.
At all drug stores.
NEW MEXICO.
ALBUQUERQUE,
El Paso, Texas; and it. had a sign at- On cents.
it
to
tached
that read something like
this: Inscription will bo changed to
"And did your husband give you
suit purchaser." Whoever wore such a that
black eye?" asked the patrolbadge down here?" lie inquired.
man.
Several of the bo s smiled and then
He did."
somebody said: "Lets go take a
"How did he happen to do it?"
tirinV " And they did
El Paso Times.
"I dared him to do It."
'What made you dare him?'
EACK BROKEN UNDER
didn't know lie was loaded.",

TWO MEXICANS ARE
ENTOMBED IN SUBWAY
The other day as two Mexicans were
and Schrant.
engaged in the work of cleaning out
It. H. E. the subway at Bisbee, the
At Omaha
boards
1
5
2
Omahaforming the walls of the flume gave!
1
1
3
Moines
Iks
way am! the men were caught by tons
Samli rs am! Gliding; of earth. The accident occurred nt a1
Batteries
Miller and Tuwur.
point in ihe rear of the Fair store. One
of the Mexicans was extricated wltli-- j
American Association.
out difficulty from his position, and;
.V St. Pauwas but slightly injured. The other,
TON OF DIRT AND ROCK
3
ls', l'ml
It look the
Willi bis back
v;is not so fortunate.
broken about the
3 concerted efforts ofseveral men work-- 1 waist, Charles
Kansas City
Tu'cheti lies in a pre(ante s'o.;e,l by lain the tiifttj in itii: for two hours to free him from carious condition a'
t'opper Queen
l!MUn been Injured
bin prison, where lie was buried up hospital. Bisbee. I.
At J liunn poli.
injuries
His
giva'cst
pi's.
in
in
his
to
with Joe Krupich
at
'
Oardner mine
0 coti-i-- t
! ru'sed
Indtan
'v
fei t c uiM'd bite the other eveii.tu as ihe result
in
5 by lioa
uiisville
pi. Oil, 'lit; pinning him down of a cave of liaif a ton of ,ijrt lin,
A' Columbus--- (
,e w.
i
of the e.irth 'eel- - About In ,, 'o, k Tutchen and
and the
5 ad'b'd. He W.l
e, t the Copper Krupich were wet
oluni'.i.s
- in what )s
v as known a.-- the
- "!"' between the
r.
Queen In. p.::;! in
A ' M intn apolls
o;uo
nov.
ing i ii.M
that
iei's of the Gard3 I e
Mil'.tletlJM ',,
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r e ner. The men had J l prepared to
.M
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hiope
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Charge Only

Donovan, Warner and
Batteries
Paine: Hahn, Clarkson and McGuire.
R. H. E
At Philadelphia
9 11 2
Cleveland
AT FAIRBANK
4
7 10
Philadelphia
Word reached Douglas of an excitBern-harBatteries
and Clark;
ing gun fight in the little-tow- n
of Fair-ban- k
O akley and Sehreck.
the other evening, says the InR. U.K.
At Boston
5 9 2 ternational American. There Is no ofBoston
7 12 4 ficer at that place, and when an obChicago
Batteries Young, Winter and Pet- streperous Mexican started to stir up
a rough bouse, Justice of the Peace
erson: Alt rock and Sullivan.
It. 1TE. Morrison buckled on li is gun and salAt Washington
3
3 lied forth to arrest the disturber.
7
Washington
The Mexican, whose name is Ha .Hon
5
2
5
St. Ixmis
lia tei i s Wolf and Heydon; How- Kscudeio, saw the judge coming and
fire on hint. The judge drew
ell and Sfencer.
oined
his gun and returned the lire, both
of them eniiitvinir their guns.
Western League.
The Mexican wem down with a bill- II. II. E.
At Lincoln
through his foot, while the justice
3 4 1 let
Lincoln
of the peace came out of the fray
1
1
4
He took bis prisoner to the
Batteries Eyler and Inran; Fan rot justice office
and bound him over to
and Messitt.
grand jury.
.At Si. tlx City
It. U.K. the

lenver
lotteries

Saves

Pacific Coast Borax Co., Chicago,

York

R. H. E.

Pair Half -- Soles
for

y,

er

Machine Sews a

in Two Minutes,

rd

W6I-co-

Wonderful

Sore Nipples.
cute may be effected by applying
n a.s the
Chamberlain's Salve as
chill is done nursing. Wipe it off
witli a soft (loth before allowing the
chill to iitire. Mnny trained nurses
u.--e
this halve wi'h the best results.
cents per box. Sold by all
Price
A

driir-i.-'-
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s.

S- -l
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BOWLING ALLEYS,
WEST COLD AVENUE. OPENS
MONDAY, MAY 28.

THE WEST

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

BORRADAILE & CO., H7 Gold Avenue
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New Mexico's Growthland

ofThe business done at the four Unlied States
Include
to
January
of
first
the
fices In this territory from
histhe 20th of May of this Near, Is the gteitost In their
conclusively
that
tory for any similar period and shows
immigrants and settlers are arming in the Sunshine Territory la great numbers and are becoming permanent
Influx
residents. A commonwealth that ran ihow such nn
live
than
less
of farmers and homestead settlers in
Uec-tio- n
right
In
eye
the
public
months Is certainly In the
and Is now gaining at 1he rate of 0,000 inhabitants
year.
per
The census of l'J"0 gave Xew Mexico l'Jl.OMO
at
people. It .Is no exaggeration whatever to say that
increassteadily
is
3UU.W0
and
present the population la
ing. During the year 105 many homestead and desert
land entries were made by Immigrants an.l homcseeUors.
Th vear 19m will beat the record.
.,
.v
W land i..strict the reco"ds thus far
i
business: 826 homestead entries; 93
following
show the
SHI desert lami
entries, iuu j.
entries;
final homestead
16.
Cruces land district shows tho following business:
The Clayton
vmicn,i ,.ntrle: (7 desert land enmei.
4an,ia nt ihn heiil of tne list showing the follow
j
....oioc- 1 K47 homestead entries. 1C2 final heme5 5 final
land
desert
entries,
stead entries; 67 desert land
entries. The Roswell land district manes a gooo. suuvwi6
Mav 20. hi ins: 1.435 home- entries, 1S4 desert land
homestead
Btead entries, 67 final
4H commuiauu,..
entries H final desert land entries and actually
made In
v
The number 'it Homestead entries
thnt
unequivocally
clearly
and
indicates
the four districts
gameu
in the farming sections alone the territory naa
pertween 18.000 and 10,000 Inhabitants, counting four
conservative
very
a
entrymnn,
homestead
sons to each
camps
estimate. In the cities, towns, villages and mining
been fully
has
increase
the
that
assumed
safely
be
can
it
as much, If not greater. New Mexican.
-

Senator Piatt of New York, who Is likewise president
colof the United States Express company, thinks his long
winter
All
belt.
the
le'ow
him
struck
leagues have
legislation
Senator Flait has been closely watching rato
from
for the sole purpose of orevent'ng express companies
lati as
leing made subject to the provisions of the act. Assent
his
4:30 on the afternoon of the rate conference he
secretary to inquire whether express companies were to
reached
be Included or whether nny agreement had been
that no
was
informed
He
bill.
in
the
them
Incorporate
to
subject
on
the
reached
been
had
understanding
eenate
and felt confident that nothing further would be done.
the
The aged New York senator had not been absent from
Bailey
Senator
when
minutes
fifteen
than
more
chamber
offered the amendment making both express and sleeping
car companies subject to Interstate commerce regulaexThere was no one present to speak for the
tions
press' companies, .ind, apparently, the Pullman Palace
Car company had ueen caught napping i he amendment
was adopted by a unanimous vote.

AHbwEjuerqae OuatlooR
When we

strike
The Roswell Record recently said:
securing
oil there will no longer be any doubt of Roswell
pickanother railroad, a beet sugar factory, cannery andstreets.
ling works, woolen mills, watei works and paved
enIt is to be presumed that Roswell needs these
that
terprises, and that the people have begun to feel Citl-len
need. But to the openlrg part of the sentence The
and
then
thus
oil,"
wc
strike
"When
exception.
takes
so. There Is too .much of the feeling which these words
seem to Indicate, both with Individuals and with communities, if we had, or when we shall have, such and
such things, then we can' do some or several Important
things. When we get the Albuquerque Eastern, says, a
citizen of Albuquerque; when we strike oil, says a man.f
Roswell
' This la the day of the hustler, whether that character be a private citizen or an entire community. The
man or the town that succeeds does not say if or when.
He sees what he wants and he goes for It then and there.
If man or town has not .what it needs don't let him or
waste
it sit down and whine ibout it. Don't let him or itget
up
energies over if and when, hut let man or town
and hustle for what Is wanted. Let both go after the goal
of desire and get it.
Can this be done? Certainly. The man who tries to
jump over the moon will come nearer landing on the
other side of a "stake and rider" fence than if he had
been like "Jack the nimble. Jack the quick," who jumped
over a candle stick. .
Albuquerque has reached that condition in which she
can have anything she desires. Vnlty of action, harmony
of purpose, organization of forces, persistency of effort
and liberality in supplying the munitions of war can secure for this city anything she may need in way of railroads, factories, trade, agricultural development anything and everything which the city may need.

Be Appointed?
Who'll
the rate bill will become
is certain
Now

that
that it
a law in short order, great interest Is being displayed In
the question of whom the president will appoint as the
two additional members of the Interstate Commerce com-

mission. This is a matter of tremendous importance to
the railroads, and all sorts of wires will he pulled in efforts to influence the selections.
The commission is to be increased from five to seven
members. There Is now one vacancy, due to the failure
of the senate to confirm Franklin Lane of California,
t
ses-- 8
whom the president appointed early in the
km to fill the position vacated by the death of
Fifer of Illinois. It is doubtful if Lane will be confirmed. He is a iemocat with strong leanings toward
extreme radicalism. His appointment came as a bombshell, not only to the republican senators from Califo-nl- a
but to other republicans as well. His confirmation would
have given the democrats a majority of the commission,
as Senator Cockre'l and Judge Clements are also democrats. The president's excuse for appointing l.ane was
that he had given his word that the la'ter shouM have
the position, and that he could not go back tm his pledge.
It Is likely, therefore, that, the president will soon
have three additional commissioners to apixiint. In order
to restore control of the commission to the republicans,
two of the new men must be of this political faith. The
confirmation of Lane, or the appointment of another
democrat in his n'ead, will make the commission stand
republican by a vote of four to three.
pn-sen-

Evidence of

Valuae

On Wednesday, the Semite committee on the I
of Columbia reported favorably on a bill to compel the
public utility corporations of thai dbtriet to pay a perlis-ri-

centage of their reeepts into the din:r:ct treasury.
Under this measure, cay the Dcnvtr News, the
street railway companies will pay into he district treasury 4 per cent of Their f.;ross income, and in addition
cent of their net income. The gas company is to pay
12 per cent of its net in addition to 5 per cent of its
groan. In determining the net income onlv the aciual operating expenses and the cost of nced d rcpiirs are deducted from tho grotis receipts. The! e percentages aie
expected to bring the district of Columbia $."i'o,non n ;. ear
from the gas and street ra'lway companies alone. The
remaining utilities may lie dealt with by subsequent congressional action. All the htreet railways of Wellington
sell six tickets for a quarter, and practically all
use tickets. Of course, the puli'ic utility corpoia-lion- s
of Washington are opposing the passage of the bill,
lmt tho favorable report on it from a committee mad up
of republicans and democrats would n'cin to insure its
passage.

PASSES

Is Getting Exposed

By The Citizen Publishing Company
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has
President Cassatt of the Pennsylvania railroad
In disgust,
left
he
reported
that
It.
is
Kurope.
gone to
secretly
when he found that his subordinates had been
-accepting bribes. This nilroad is the greatest railroad
model
system in the woild and it has always stood ns a
It
it'i both equipment and in Its business management.
, thU neronnt that Mr. Cassait Is chagrined,
u.i
may have
In finding that things were doing of which be
that any
matters
were
they
At
least,
knowledge.
had no
would
reputation,
business
pivide
in
his
man. with any
vvl.ieo to have the public know.
comThe Investigation by the Interstate Commerce among
bribery
of
chain
endless
an
mission, has disclosed
They have accepted S;
the company's subordinates.
from mutch boxes, cigars
varying
companies,
coal
from
of stock In return they
blocks
to
llqaor
of
and cases
:
were
companies
coal
have seen that 'hese
patoilier
when
every way possible. They have had airs
has heen exrons of the road got none. Their business ra.es. It up
sntlsftory
of
making
the
to
pedited even
were not
that gifts of $10,000 in m,cksomething
Pears
.ike $40,000
.
i,a,i axmimiilted
one
eiiiin'j
and
T,h Is sys .
companies.
coal
in
shares
paying
of dividend
.....
nn.o
even
extended
of. .grafting had.,
teni
1,lu num fnmilV.
.
,
"
OlliCiai Iiouseuuiu ouu in
If be did
Hut Mr. Cassatt should not be too senstive.
or
not know of these maters, ho has known act ically ow
as bad For years the Pennsylvania has piof both parties.
the' state politically, and it took care
transportaWhen Governor Penny packer was nominated
over the
brcadcast
scattered
was
Harrisburg
tion to
to acct
on.
se
in
ran
were
state, and excursion trains
s
have
lobby!,
Its
comodate those taking the free rides.
y
has been used
thronged legislative halls and Its mo-eMr Cassal
lavishly In every campaign for years past.
course
employes have seen this; they have watched the
of his road and
of heir chief in handling the interests
wrong In receiving
they probably could see no greater
is this true when
Especially
than in giving a bribe.
for the
they were gaining, rather than losing business
public. Mr
the
rights
of
sacrificing
the
only
and
road
example. The man who
Cassatt set the pace and the
to disturb his peace of
it
permit
corrupts, should not
him.
mind, when he finds the tables reversed on
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House
Is
Possible to Build
t.,he?

OF INDIAN

BY BURTON

superintendent

,

TO
B.

SCHOOL

BE SUCCEEDED
CUSTER.

Announcement is made that James
K. Allen, for several years the popular
of the local govern

- ment Indian school, will be succeeded
In the management of said school by
BurCn B. Custer, who will come to

dlsCan San Francisco prevem
practicable , to
.
...
Is
t
...i.i
aster wnicu una
th
aie n c
construct a bulldin, entirely of materia
tnat noi even mi
Btr.ictible bv fire,
Questions seem
a
,. 1 .... ... .i,.. !
the recent
after
mind
riders
some
conflagration, and PuuHc Opinion u been getting
sunjecv.
on
the
opinions
xpert
m.
l.iilldinB could be constiucted
v.,.i .h,.ther
,.i
n.ioitriintlhlR bv fire, the chief of the cou,

o

Choice Underwear. .

..

is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts. That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

TCJNDERWEAR

Every Man May be Fitted.
Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at

50c.

per garment. Choice thin Underwear in other good
fabrics, 75 C. to $4.50 per garment.

Mo MI AMBELIL

5
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foe Policy f this Store

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings
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Mr. Alien

will he
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best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
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pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine
X

X

X

X

X-- X-X

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

0

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carelully inspect the shoes

0

t

0

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

0
0
0
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Our NatioKaal Bills
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIN
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Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premier,
No, 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
new 6tocU of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to be just as represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.

THERE ARE GREAT ADVANTAGES
IN FAVOR OF A GAS HANCb.
ONE
OF THKSE IS THE TIME SAVED;
ANOTHER IS THE WORK SAVED.
AND v E OTHER IS THE IMPROVED QUALITY OF COOKING.

Cali-graph-

1

SEE OCR RANGES OX EXHIBITION
AT
THE
ELECTRICAL
BUILDING, CORN ICR OF FOURTH
STREET AND GOLD AVENUE.
ATTEND OUR COOKING DEMONSTRATION
FRIDAY
EVENING.
FROM 7:30 TO 9.

G. S. RAMSAY,

hi

,

0
0

e

Cost of Priitimi

o

Not only means the

imw

o

r7r

o o
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fire-pro-

.

THE NAME

to

transferred

O

and

0

the city from the Southern Ute ngency
of Southern Colorado. He is expected
to arrive about the 20th of June, at
which time Mr. Allen will turn over
the school, in good shape, to his suc
0
cessor.

Haskell, Kansas, Indian Institute, hav
ing been offered and accepted the as
sistant superintendency of that insti
"
.
tute.
his head emphatically, me ...i
shook
.
.
it mav be made entiuiy
A telephone message from the local
r
ii tio iio limitations:
iiiii
111' ill rtrll
certain precau- Indian school this nfternon, states that
safe from fire from within, provided that
superintendent. Alien and force are
tiimi are observed.
r
construction witn girders prop- - expecting a visit from Commissioner
.
a ma of Indian Affairs Leupp next Tuesday
terra-cerly Protected by Hollow tile bh.cks o. .
terials, so that they win not uunu
j
o,i nil imrl lions niUHt be of concrete MANY HURT BY
.Vpro, .docks, and all lathing must be
GASOLINE EXPLOSION
...
snouiu ue u
made of metal. Wire-glas- s
casings
metal
with
v,i,inw.
J. B. Downey,
superintendent
of
should" also be of material not
the Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light
u.e.e
precautions
easy to burn. With these
building, but nothing and Power company, has received udanger from fire from within the
letter front Denver, stating that twtnin a general
persons were severely burned
can prevent a building from burning building,
archiare
ly
an explosion of gasoline at the
While absolutely
yet rthey
iron works. The fire
tecturally possible and commercially practicable, trap Is Jackson-Richte- r
started from the explosion of gasoline
wm not bo indescructlble by fire until the fire
In the forge room, caused by the fall
eliminated."
,
.
o
ing of a spark into the liquid. The
-o
The use of hollow tile blocKS tor iiooib b..u
fire seized a quantity of asphaltum,
building
.for
essential
Is
- which made It ajmost impossible to
Fran.,...the steeln. frame
. . for
San
in
ri.w...inio hulldine
extinguish.
follow tile floors and
IZo.
RIO GRANDE SHOWS RAISE
partitions, .. was burned out witnout. injury .u
- and steel
v.. Hn,,.a
n.w. Hfiiinwfirethestructurally
al strengtn oi xne
OF
0
OF A FOOT
buildings came through the Baltimore
,,nlniUred.
., ... fl.i.nirable form of
,
At 3 o'clock this afternoon the Rio
s that for the Grande showed a raise over yesterday
practice
actual
in
It
to
objection
but the
of a
Preentage of at the same hour of three-tenth- s
sake of economy it is made of a very small This kind of foot. This places the water on the
nt
ninders.
i..
,
gauge at Harelas bridge at 5 and
cement anu a iiuko
not only feet above
low water mark. That the
concrete crumbles when exposed to heat and
it.
corrodes
fire, but
raiso between now and midnight will
does not protect the steel frame from
equal that of the past twenty-fou- r
anu xneinoic
h.h-- i,
Steel is not
hours is expected, but that the pres
Minneapolis excludes cmuei
tection.
ent rise will equal thnt reported at
material.
Bspanola yesterday, which was a foot,
Li.
n,a,i ,.f Underwriters, in .building
claimed by is not at. all feared. A foot raise at
their new laboratories in Chicago, have, It is
Espanola, where the valley Is narrow.
wn.c.
would not mean more than a raise of
the Boston Herald, "made a structure
It
from
King
burned, either by fire starting within or attac constructed six inches here where the valley is
very sloping and broad.
wthout." it is really fireproof because it is
throughout. All noois
materials
of
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
and roof construction, partitions
(there are only
hollow
pre
of
protection
beam
and
columns
Contractors are rushing laborers to
terra-cottand all openings In the partitions are framed
the beet fields of Colorado. Train
no
is
There
together.
N'
2 this morning carried three car
with rolled channel steel liound
ar "iishtid wlth loads of Mexican peons consigned to
plastering In the r.ulldlng. A"
are
Forty-onskylights and sashes
Kocky Ford.
Indian boys
cement and all window-frame- s
copper. from the Navajo reservation, also
of sheet metal .while the doors are lined with
left, destined to stop at the same
Wired glass is use.1 throughout the building
place
The latter were In charge of
00000000XXXXXXXXXK0X)0000 A a government agent.
Victor Sais returned yesterday to
the city from his sheep ranges in the
Oscuro mountains in Socorro county.
lie reports having saved about 85 per
per cent of lamlvs. and has comnleted
Wasfiington Letter.
shearing his flocks. His wool arrived
in the city this morning and local buy00X)XKXXXCOXXXX)00XC00yXX
ers are looking at the clip. The highr
from
One
the signs of the time is a new estimate
est bidder will secure the output.
the treasurer of tho United Slates of the amount of paper
Miss Clara Olsen, private secretary
that will be requl.vd to print the government's supply to Governor Hagerman, Is here for a
of money for the next year. The tremendouu prospet ity few (lays visit with her sister, Mrs.
of the country has Knocked into a cocked hat the former F. V. Chaves. She is accompanied by
calculations on this point, and unless there Is to be a her niece, Miss hulu Cornwall, of
Idaho.
!;,, has spent the last m nth
famine of paper money, congress must authorize the pur- as
a gues- of Miss Olsen at the sanichase of an additional sttxk.
tarium in Santa Fe. Miss Cornwall
It will cost th" government in round numbers $300,-oiwill accompany .Attorney and Mrs.
just to secure the blank paper Klcessary on wnicn 10 Chavs ind family on their visit to
print the supply o. paper currency tor 11107 This will southern California.
prove a good invstment, however, because t'ncle Sam
I'rof. 11 Irani Hadley.
superintendwill manufacture :!ie paper Into notes and bills with a ent of piddle instruction, left. Santa
:liiid
face value of
for Las Vegas, to
The biggest item In this total
Is the five dollar ('enominai ion, of which there will be make the graduating addre.su at
the
norm
'ii
$184,0110,0110.
The.-.- '
will be $'.t:i.oiio,iniii ju one dollar bills ercises, university commencement exfrom Las Vegas Mr. Hadley
and $140,0(10,
five dollar KoM certificates.
will no :o .a,s Cruces t
attend the
The mills which manufacture the naper for govern- coiniuc i.i nient exercises
of the New
e
ment money
locate at Nonli Adams, Mass. This is Mexico c,:!, Re of Agriculture. I'rof.
tho company
!.:c!i Senator Murray Crane established Ha. '.ley
probably bo gone from
;.:nt developed. I'or mmy ye;os it has had a monopoly 'be Ci al City a week.
t
of the business of 'urnishing the
s supply of
A
I" ''A lt r maa.ine
explosion in
paper for currency. It. is a fat contract, and rather than
Conn.
(i,( other day, shook the
it
up
give
Mr. Crane once declined a cabinet porfolio ten
state, v.,,, caM'1 idaine it. Nearly
dered to mm l.y I'resi'-- m
.McKinlej
When he was '''" Mi:- - in Connecticut wants
to
elected to the senate from Mi'ssachusea
Crane sluil,,. ..
Mr
hU
son
tianslerred lo
all of his inteiests In the pa
wasn't anything. A tiiv-',;- 'i
'
nld shake Rhode Island.
The governm..nt pays a trifle more than half a m
;ie, Cleveland has auain defor each sheet of Mils dUi inc; e paper. A heavy pe nalty
vvill not run tor president.
is provided for the manufacture (f t li its peculiar kind of
mi
drover will break into
paper y anyone not holding a government contract.
the n:ir.-- , y rhymes, riht under the
of the treasury department are always .staw
:.
. tliout the pretty maid,
who
tioned at the factory and eve.y Kheet that Is manufac- had
to accom- wed anyoouy
......
ll'.Ui. ner
tured most ho accounted for from the time it leaves the !""
on a iihiKIUK expedition.
mill uutll Its delivery to the authorities at Washington.
";':-ii Want ads bring
results.

O

Clothing

is to clean up stock
once yeariy and oncn
season with new goods.

0

NEW SUPERINTENDENT"

J. K. ALLEN

Public Opinion.

000000XX000XX000CXOC000
of the. r,.,,,,,

This morning nt 1 o'clock at the
homo of his son, Herman Blueher, In
Old Alhitquciqiic, just east of the San
Felipe do Neii church, Ilelnrich Franz
Blueher, a German, born In Schneid-enbach- ,
Saxony, Germany, nearly 87
years ago, passed into tho great beyond, as the result of old age.
Deceased was born July 11, 1819,
and came to this country fifty-fiv- e
years ago. He had been a resident
of Albuquerque for the past fifteen
years, and leaves two daughters and
two sons to survive him, one daughter,
Mrs. Fmma Weber, dying tho 10th of
this month In Scranton, Wis., ner remains being taken to Buffalo, N. Y
for interment.
The remaining sons
and daughters are Horman Blueher, of
this city, with whom deceased made
his home the past fifteen years, Henry
Schot.terbeck of Bernalillo; Mrs. Henry Miller of Wentzville, Mo., and Mrs.
Charles Frllwlln of Chicago.
Some time ago the old man began
to fall and calling his son to his bed
side a week ago, said:
"Son, I am going to die."
These were tho last words he ever
spoke. Since that time ho has not ut
tered a word, nor has he taken any
nourishment, but quietly grew weaker
and weaker until the end came early
this morning.
The remains will be shipped to Mas
cotah, III., where hjs wife Is burled,
and where he had a large number of
reiuiives, accompanied oy ins son.
Herman, and the hitter's daughter.
At 7 o'clock tonight, at Borers
chapel, short funeral services will he
held prior to taking the remains to the
depot, and all friends and acquaint
ances of the family are invited to be
present, i he pastor of the German- Lutheran church, Rev. Wennlng, will
omciate.
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FATHER OF HERMAN
BLUEHER
DIE8 AT AGE OF 87 YEARS RETO
MAINS WILL BE SHIPPED
ILLINOIS.
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JEMEZ HOT

Carries the

West Railroad Avenue.
SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

United

States mail;

only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rl leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, at 5 a. rn. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
H. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

F. G. PRATT

&

CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned doods
.las. Heekiu it Co.'s Coffees, Imbed u's dvanite Flour.

Staple and Fancy
Creamery

-- H.-st

Gas, Electric Light and Power Co
CORNER 4th AND COLO

ooooooooooooooooc
MELINI
EAKIN,
&

on

Wholesale tiquo: and

Ciar

Dealers

Exclusive Agent

for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
thandon 'fthite Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian ad
Jos fechl u Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
or the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our
Illustrated Catalogue sad
i rice List. Automatic Telephone, 1S9. Salesroom,
lit South rint
street. Albuquerque, New Mexlci.

Highland

Groceries.
Ilillsboro

The Albuquerque

Jersey

Dairy.

'W. E.

MAUGEP

M0
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.

Free Delivery
Orders Solicited.
Colo, phone, Jlk.
South Second Street.

83.

1500 S.

B'way.

with Mauger
Office, 321

m

&

Avery, Boston

West Gold Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

t
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TODAY'S NEWS TODAY IS WHAT THE PEOPLE

WANT-TH- EY

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

FIND IT ALL IN THE EVENING CITIZEN
To Be Held Tomorrow

For Navaho Gold Mining Co. Pre'X The
MAY
SECURE
Purposcof DiscussingStrcet
MADDEN'S HEARING
paring to Resume OperaDECORATION AND
6
Railway Franchise.
tions on Lone Star.
KNABENSHUE
POSTPONED AGAIN
MEMORIAL DAY

CONTRACT

SIGNED

FOU

STEEL

There will be a special meeting of
of the city
council held tomorrow for the pur
pose of discussing the proposed grant
ing of a franchise to Col. D. K. II. Sel
lers, and the promoters of the pro
posed electric car line Into the Highland residence district, for said line,
and upon this committee's report to
the city council at its next meeting
or perhaps at a special meeting that
may be called to decide the matter be
fore the next regular meeting night
will depend whether the franchise is
granted or not.
Col. Sellers today informed a representative of The Kvening Citizen that
to date 81 property owners in the
Highlands had signed contracts, their
total amount of subscriptions amount
ing to $7,000, thus leaving only $3,000
more of the $15,000 subsidy asked for,
to be subscribed, with several of the
larger property owners yet to be heard
irom.
Col. XV. S. Hopewell, general man
ager of the Albuquerque Eastern Railroad company, haa signed a contract
with Col. Sellers agreeing to furnish
all the necessary steel, angle bars
spikes and bolts, for the new street
railway, from his supply of
rails which the Eastern has on hand
and which are not heavy enough for
the railroad's use,
rails be
Ing used on the road through Tijeras
canyon.
With the problem of securing the
necessary steel, or having to wait an
Indefinite time on a shipment from
eastern markets, for the proposed
street railway out of the way, and
with contracts already signed for the
grading of the proposed line, there
should be nothing In the way of the
Immediate building of the line, should
the city council see fit to grant the
franchise.

the finance committee

"FLAG OF TRUlE"
THE
THE
WITH BETWE
TIES, IS WELL
TO SEE.
LATTER-HALF-WEE-

NEW

BILL

PLAY,
SPECIALWORTH
GOING

EN-AC-

"The Flag of Truce," the new bill
put on At the Casino last night, to
run the latter half of the present
week, is not quite nip to "Other People's Moiffy," the
k
bill
of a week ago, but it affords two
hours of good entertainment.
The
story is one portraying love, loyalty,
hate and .passion, and with one minor
exception, it Is characterized by the
Berger-Groscompany in true artistic
style. The fa v: rite son of a rural
family, and a matinee, idle sort of a
chap love one woman. The farmer is
wedded to the girl. The rival seeks the
young husband's destruction, and has
Mm drafted Into the army. A heretofore. wortnles,s brother comes to the
rescue and goes to war as a substitute. Not discouraged by his first
separate the husband
futile attempt
and wife, ithe villain produces ia, letter, which says that the worthless
brother has deserted from the army.
The letter, however, is false. The
young husband, stricken with remorse,
then hurries to the aid of his country. For two years the brothers are
absent and during that time the dude
wins the affection of the woman, who
thinks herself a widow, as the result
of letters received from the battlefield telling of the killing of her husband. They are about to be married,
when, first the soldier husband and
then the soldier brother, returns.
flgrht
There is a violent
between the rivals, in which the soldier is worsted. They grapple at
each other's throats, and time and
time again lunge at each other with
the rage of beasts. They fall, to rise
again, and roll one another over and
ovr, In the fearful struggle that
takes place, and ends in the utted defeat of the husband. But as the dude
is about to finish the Job by thrusting a dagger lietween the fallen man's
ribs, the knife 1s shot from his hand.
There is some little comedy In the
play, and enough sparkling specialty
between acts to make the performance well worth going to see. The
crowd out last, night was fairly large,
tilling alxwt half the house.
latter-half-wee-

e

hand-to-han-

d

SECURING
A

very important

MISS MINING

ENTER-

TAINS VARSITY CLASSMATE

Schuster, Irene
Misses Margarelte
McMillen, Anna Allen. Lisa Dieck-niaiii- i,
and Messrs. Frank Alvord, I.aw-r- i
nee Illeiil. Hugh Bryan, Waller Allen and Albert Huning formed a party
of University students who lift on the
California limited today for Isleta.
from whence they will lie driven to
l.os I.unas to enjoy a house party as
guests of Miss lioliues Hulling until
Monday.
Miss Hulling was also a
student at the I'niversiiy and is entertaining her clamates at the Hulling country place in honor of the ciose
of a very eventful year. The Huning
place is one of the nlde.; homesteads
in the ancient town of l.os I.unas.
overby a grove of ln'oa
- bound
hanging trees, and the
to lie a pleasant one.

meeting of

min-

ing nun connected with the Navaho
Mining company, operating at Bland,
in the Cochitl district, was held at the

Alvarado hotel last evening, at which
were present Percy E. Barbour general manager t the company; S. W.
Young, interested in the company, nd
the company's ground superintendent, R. M. Thomson, who brought
with him an agreement, signed by all
the property owners of the town of
Bland, agreeing to allow the company
to run an aerial tramway through the
town from their mines, j the site of
a proK)sed mill, that Is soon to bo
erected.
Today the petition was being cir
culated among the Albuquerque rest
dints who own property at. Bland, for
the purpose of securing their slgna
tures, and as no one seemed to object
to the granting of this concession to
the company, work on the tramway
win tie started in the very near future,
The Navaho Gold Mining company's
properties at Bland have been idle
for some time, working having been
suspended some five or six years ago
in mat entire district, owing to the
closing down of the Cochltt Mining
company's properties, but plans are
now under way which Include the
opening up of that district and the
active resumption of work, by the
Navaho Gold Mining company, on
their properties, the mine on which
work will be started at once being the
"Lone Star."
The superintendent of the company
stated that the work of clearing the
tunnel and timbering the mine will
be started at once, preparatory to exPercy Barbour,
tensive operations.
the manager of the company, will
leave for a business it rip to the east
tonight, and the superintendent will
return to, Blanii tomorrow to start the
work.
The plans of the company include
the building of a large mill for the
purpose of handling the ores, and as
the mill site is located at the oppo
site side of Bland from the mine, it
was for this purpose that the con
cession granting the company the
right ti construct an aerial tramway
to rxnvey the ores from the mine to
the mill, was secured.
hen seen at the Alvarado bv a
representative of The Evening Citi
zen, Mr. Harbour, who spent the day
nere, said:
"The Navaho Gold Mining company
was forced to suspend operations
when the Cochiti Gold Mining company went into the hands of a re
ceiver. The two companies were in
terested jointly in several matters
which left the Navaho in a very complicated position, and to protect Its
interests, they bought from the court
at receiver's sale, all the property
and machinery of the Gaehiti com
pany, and this machinery has been
oM to reimburse the Navaho
com
pany for the moneys they advanced
the Cochitl company.
"1 hese
various matters having
been straightened out, the Navaho
company is considering the resump
tion or ojerations at their mine. If
this is dene it means new life to
Bland, which has been dead for sev
eral ytars.
"The Navaho company owns the
Lone. Star mine aliove the (own
of
Bland, and a stamp mill below the
town. It is proposed to run an aerial
or bucket cableway from the tunnel
to the mill, crossing the tipper part
of the vwn, for the transportation
of tiheir ores. This tramway will be
about 7,000 feet long, and will carry
over i(o tons of ore per day.
l ne company is now
busily en
gaged In securing a right of way for
this aerial tramway from the owners
of the property crossed by It, and
:
ovy ease the owners have eagerly
given the privilege asked for, which
will In no way cause any damage or
injury, as It merely means the right
to suspend a. cable high aliove the
ground in question. All the owners
thus tar seen have been enthusiastic over the prospect of the
of the camp, which
means the return of value to their
property, which is now absolutely
worthies. It has long been felt that
the salvation of the cam.p depended
upon the chance of the Navaho beginning operations. It, is not expected ihi.t any opposition will be enas any
countered,
obstructionist
would evidently be working a hold-u- p
game, and public sentiment would not
s:and for this.
"Mr. U. M. Thomson, a New York
irglneer, who recently returned from
work on the Panama canal and who
now operating in Leadvllle, Colo.,
is assisting me, and will take charge
rl the engineering and underground
operations, just the minute sufficient
of the
of the
property owners of Bland is secured.
All. Thomson says he will have
two
t if t s
at work underground next
the other matters can be
'iek If up
in the next two days."
buttoned

Fourth of July Attractions.
Dr. W. K. Carver, champion
rifle
shot of the world, "The Girl In Red,"
the Flying Automobile, which will leap
gap, "Silver King," and the
a
Diving Horses, will bo some of the attractions that will be seen at Traction
Park July 4 to 8, Manager Wort man
having today signed contracts
for
their appearance here on the above
dates.
The management offers $li reward
for anyone that can ride Silver King,
and $100 to anyone that will ride the
diving horse. A big pyrotechnic display of fireworks will also take place
the evening of July 4. Excursion rates
will prevail on the Santa Fe from
Santa Fe, Las Vegas, El Paso, Williams. Deming and Trinidad, and plans
are being made to entertain a large JAILER
crowd at the Fourth of July celebration.
ot

TRAMWAY CONCESSIONS

AND

HIS

FORCE

Silvano Gallcgos, the county jailer,
f good roads and clean
jails. Since he took charge, the county jail has been given a thorough
cleansing from top to bottom, and he
offers a cash j rize to any one,
or otherwise, who will find a
vermin of any kind m ithe C(?;s or
v oms of the jail.
He says the inmates now go to bed and sleep soundly, because they are
not disturbed
during the night by bed bugs or lice
annoying them. Jailer Gallegos gives
Mk prisoners good exercise daily, and
in consequence the roads of pieclner
No. 13 are. being put in
e
condition. The jail yard has been
In'o a garden, and sonic
the
prisoners have proved ihemselv'S
pretty liandv with the snade and
shovel.
is an advocate

n.

pris-tuit-

pas-abl-

r

THE RESULT OF CORRESPONDENCE

SAID

Manager VcC.inr.a of the fair association has received a communication
:rom Koy Knabenshue, in response to
an 'nqmry as to whether he could
make a ilight in his airshin In this citv
during the fair, in which the latter
stated that he thought it would be impossible for him to muke a flight here
then but that he would like to arrange
for an appearance here during the
rair ci jsmii.
Manager McCanna.
however, has
hopes that he can Induce Knabenshue
to come to Albuquerque this September, v hen he goes east, especially as
Knabenshue is to be in Ilenver during
September, for a (light. Knabenshue,
who sprang Into fame at the St. Louis
world's fair, by making a successful
flight in Capt. Baldwins airship, the
"Arrow," is probably one of tho most
successful airship exponents In the
United States today.

Tho preliminary hearing of James
tho
who last Tuesday shot, and killed O.
P. Hovey at Angos-lurs,
near
which was to have come up
this morning, was postimned until
Monday morning, to allow him to secure an attorney the attorney who was
representing Madden having given up
the case, owing, it is said, to his feeling that Inasmuch as Sheriff Sandoval,
who is a brother-in-laof the man
killed would not allow him to hold
any conferences In private with his
client, the latter being kept, it is alleged by Bernalillo parties,
he would not be able to
do his client, or the case, Justice and
therefore withdrew. Madden, it Is understood, will secure legal advice from
an attorney of this city.'
Harry P. Owen of this city went to
Bernalillo this morning to conduct the
Investigation, bllt Hs Mnrlitnn ho.l nr.
legal representative,
continued the
case until Monday, as stated above.
Reports from Bernalillo state that
the action of the sheriff in refusing to
allow Madden and hfs attorney to hold
a private conference, has raised a
tnorni or protest from the Justice-lovin- g
Deonle of that community onrl
as a result the sheriff, it is alleged,
has somewhat withdrawn
from
his
former autocratic position, and will
now allow Madden to receive visitors.
The hearlne will take ninr
at which time it Is .expected
..... that the
i
or tne killing will be
tun particulars
brought out
r
It now seeniH in ha tho r,ii
the people of Bernalillo who have fa
miliarized tnemseives wth tho case
that Madden will be l.onn.i nn,
await, the action of the grand jury,
but that he will not be held on a
first, degree charge.
Madden still languishes in the Bernalillo jail.

SANTA FE COMING
IN FILL FORCE
THE SUNDAY EXCURSION IS ASSURED SANTA FE CENTRALS
AND BROWNS

BRACING

THE FRAY.

UP FOR

"A large numlier cf people have
signified their intention of joining the
excursion party to Albuquerque Sunday, and It is thought that there will
be at least 2oo people to Hake advantage of the? rates offered. The Santa
Fe Central base hall team has been
practicing every night, and It. is
tnought the game with the Mcintosh
Browns will be a good one." Santa
Fe New Mexican.
Judging from the above notice, Albuquerque will be called upon next
Sunday ito play the host to at least
20(1 Santa Fe fans, as
well as to the
Santa Fe Central base ball team. A
large crowd always lends zest to a
ball game, and the Duke City fans
may possibly see a real ball game.
According to reiwrts Santa Fe's team
has been practicing "every nlghf."
getting ready, so that the locals
may find them a harder nut to crack
than would naturally be supposed
The Browns will get home tonight
from their trip to Roswell, which considering the kind of ball they put up
against the crack team of cadets,
should put them In the pink of condition. Richardson, the new California
pitcher, will be on the firing line for
the Browns.
The special train which will bring
the fans down from Santa Fe, will
leave the Ancient City at 7:20 in the
morning, and leave the local deiiot, returning, at 8 o'cbclc in the evening.
Ing.

COMMISSIONER LEUPP
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

TO

BE

"INCOMMUNICADO"

OUTLINE

i
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sessr?

H. Madden,

a

Algo-done-
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POLICE

COURT

Two victims were up before Police
Juuge Crawford this morning to answer to a charge of fighting, namely,
Tom Morris and Miguel Sedillo. The
latter was found guilty and given ten
days, but Tom, who felt much
that any one should think him
guilty of fighting, pleaded not guilty,
and his 'hearing went over until the
arresting policeman, Ofilcer Highbar-gin- ,
couli le on hand to testify against
d

nim.

Sunday, May 27, Memorial
lay
services will be held at the Congre
gational church, conducted bv ltev
John V. Barron, tinder the auspices of
the(. K. Warren Post Urand Army of
tho Republic, in honor of the soldier
and sailor dead.
Wednesday May 30 will be Decora
Hon Hay, and extensive preparations
have been made and are being per
feote.' for a general observance of the
day.
According to the program already
outlined the committee which will
decorate thi graves at Santa Barbara
and Fairview cemeteries will leave
Company G's armory In the ICIks'
theater building at 7 o'clock on the
morning of May 3d, accompanied by a
firing squad and bugler for each cemetery rnd after the firing of the salute
and the sounding of tips by the bugler, will decorate the graves and
the armory, where, at 10
o'clock, the same morning, the procession, in which will be Companies E
and G of the National Guards, the
members of the local post of the
Grand Army together with all ' the
local secret societies and o:':.:.
that care to take p..: will
form, and march to Hoblnsov. park,
when, the exercises will be he! 1.
After invocation by Rev. Father
Manlalari, S. J., who w!ll have charge
of the religious feature of the services
M. H. Hickey will deliver the memorial address and Prof. A. B Stroup will
read the Lincoln-Gettybuaddress.
Various vocal and Instrumental selections will also be rendered. Prof.
J. A. Miller, representing tho citizens'
committee, will have charge of this
feature of the exercises.
An invitation is extended by the
Grand Army and the citizens' committee t3 all benevolent societies and
public schools to Join with them in the
parade and memorial exercises.

m
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TAKE A PLUNGE
Leonarda Serna, a native woman,
was arrested last night at the corner
In the
of Seventh etreet and Tijeras avenue,
SWIMMING POOL.
while soundly and peacefully sleep- 504 North First Street. Open Dally,
ing on the sidewalk. In police court
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
this morning she was found guility on
a charge of drunk and disorderly, and
was given ten days.

P. MATTEUCCI

THE TERRITORY,
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APPROACHING
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Admission, 50c.
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Albuquerque,

N.

AT.

Street, Barnett BIdg.

Billiard Parlor in Albuquerque;
No cheap tables or broken Balls
but everything First Class and

Strictly Up To Date
Straight IB B It Pool 7 i 2c per cue, fool 6c per cum
--

Billiards eOc per hour.

Max Gussaroff,

Prop.

TO THE LADIES:

Hot weather is here too warm to wash and iron. Send your
Shim Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry
them correctly and will deliver them to you In a nice box they will
not trt

crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish
Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319;

.

Imperial Laundry Go.

Colo., Red 148.

Your Prescriptions, If Entrusted

The Williams Drug Co.
will receive the personal care of one of the firm
'
both of whom are druggists of many

years' experience.

No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
FROM THE FIRST
'

WHIFF TO THE LAST
Our special 5c Havana filled, hand
made cigar is filled with the most
uatisfying and luxurious comfort. Tfca
first among its peers, this cigar fills
the most exacting anticipations.

28th

A.

Grandstand Free

J.

113, WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

VENUfc

Don't Ditpute with a Woman,
Especially, If she tells you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (ir you should, forget the order), that you could not
find It, for every first-clas- s
grocer
handles EMPRESS. You will aiwT
find good bread, good biscuits, good
lastry and most important of ail.
good cheer to greet you when yon
come homo for your dinner. Try tt.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of
ail others.

West, Prop.

Big Excursion from Santa
Fe. RED HOT Game.
Browns will have a new
Pitcher, signed from the
Coast League Team in
Los Angeles. Game will
be called at 3:30 p. m.
after the entertainment at
Come out
the. Casino.
and enjoy a good game.

I in i' 'Hons
have he. n received in
this id'y announcing the approichina

in

The Only First Class

o

Fe Centrals vs, Albuq'ue, Browns

MARRIAGE

"

Pool and Billiard Parlor.

.

M. BERGER,

t

MISS BLACKWELL'S

a

of

B RUNSWICK

MONDAY, MAY 28th

Santa

l

mi' v n iiiwii

West Bowling Alleys

I

.

just received

Koll Top
Desks, Flat and Standing
Desks, office Chairs, Book
Caflofl,
Typewriter
Stand
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to
represent the best workmanship and highest class ot
cabinet work. The desk you
buy of us will not fall to
pieces in a short time, thus
causing you much annoy
ance.
Our prices are the lowest

Railroad Ave.,

0

rg

o

.

Library

Albert.mu Faber

,

SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY.
Fresh Ginger Snaps, yer lb
7c
Fresh Oyster Crackers, per 11)
7c
Freah Soda Crackers, per lb
7c
3 fat. Mackerel
9r
3 pkgs H. O. Pancake Flour
..25c
o uius un oiuuiues
zuc
2 cans Liveoak Fruit
25c
Lemons', large size, per doz
20c
G:m and look at our handsome
line of ladles' Summer Underwear,
sold at half iprlce, at the
CASH BUYERS' UNION,
122 North Second street,

'Nl--&d-
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OF PROGRAM PREPARED

Breed your mare to the best trotDealer In
ting stallion in New Mexico.
219 ALL
KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
TO SAN
Copper avenue.
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.
NESS.
o
Returns
from
rlngwH
the
of
the
Hon. Francis E. Leupp,
First Class Repairing a Specialty. All
commis Hemra-Nelfc-oflg'ht will Ke
sioner of Indian affairs, arrived
Work Guaranteed.
in by Graham. Bros.' tonight, byreceived
direct
Santa Fe Thursday evening from wire.
103
No.
South First Street.
Washington, and was the guest of
sauperiniendenlt'
Clinton J. Crandall,
of the United States Indian Training
school in that city last night.
Commissioner Leupp is en route to
High Class Alleys for
San Francisco, where on July 3 he
Ladies' Afternoons
Ladies and Gentlemen
will be present at the opening of bids
On Tuesdays
to furnish Indian supplies on the Pacific coasit, and In the western states
and territories for the coming fiscal
year. On his way to San Francisco
he is making an inspection of Indian
agencies and reservations, as .well as
Indian schools In New Mexico, Arizona and California, and In going
home he will inspect such in Nevada
and Utah on his way to Washington.
To a representative
of the New
Mexican yesterday, the commissioner
said that on the trip on which he started yesterday morning he iproposed to
visit the different pueblos between
Santa Fe and Taos, namely, Tesuqne,
Nanibe, San Ildefonso, Santa Clara
reservation, the San Juan pueblo,
Ficuris and Taos. He felt that he
would not have time on this trip to
1I8
H.
visit the Jicarilla reservation.
Upon
returning, he will remain a day or
two at the United States Indian school
WILL OPEN FOR BUSINESS
at Santa Fe, thence go to the pueblos
south, or Santa Fe, and thereafter to
ON
Albuquerque. He may also take a
trip to the Mescalero Apache reservation. From there, tho pueblos north
and south on the Hue of the Santa Fe
Pacific railroad will be called on,
whereafter he will make stops at the
pueblos lying north and south of and
along the line of the Santa. Fe Pacific
railr ad In N w Mexico and Arizona,
Everything Strictly
All Cars Pass
taking in Acoma, Isleta, liguna, Zunl,
First Class.
The Door
Moqui, i lie Navajo reservation, and
others along his route in Arizona and
southern California. As said before,
he plans to reach San Francisco by
aftSBffl
mm
fW
am
iTTBHf
July 1. Ho expects 'to return to Santa
JPI
Fe from his Taos trip Monday even- i
ing next. A go d team and a strong
ligiit wagon wire
used by Commissioner lcMipp and Superintendent
AT TRACTION PARK, SUNDAY P. M.
Crandall, and as the latter knows the
country, the roads and villages between Santa Fe and Tan-- - ini iniately.
a quick and comfortable 'rip N i
IN

Amies Malcolm
lil.irKw ei i, daughter of Mr. and Mr-- .
Black well.
Maleoim
Mr.
Parmely Webb Herrick. son of H m.
Myron T. Herrick,
ex uovcriioi1 of
Ohio.
The ceremony will occur on
H,
Wednesday, .lane
at a o'clock, at
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
chapel, St.
The Botin.f r Memorial
Imis, Mo. The fa'hep ,,f the ;'.(,
FOR
A
few
SALE
pieces
nice
of
Mi,.
11
".
of
S.
e.vell.
Colonel
.
bride is well kii.wn throughfurniture,
cheap. Impure at
Fas-ean.l
Santa Fe
out New Mexico, for years was a tin r
West Kail road avenue.
of the extensive w holes lie grofCei.tral railroads, b ft this tn.irning
Three-roou train No. 2, for New York, with FOR KENT
house in cery firm of Cro.-Co.,
Itlaekwell
i he Hiirhlam's,
$12 per month, Ad- - and is a dii'tctor of tne Lani, of
Hie expectation of being absnt from
dress, Highlands, Citizen oilice.
Hie territory a duple t weeks.
eon-ver'e-

Business

of

For Air Ship Flight During To Allow Him Time to Secure Exercises to Be Held
May 30.
the Territorial Fair in
Attorney-W- ill
Come Up
Memorial Services Sun
September.
on Monday.
day, May 27.

000000004000000000

GALLEG0S

Man

Wholesalo Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.

I

A

THAtIeVER TIRE?!

SERVANT

THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.
LET IT

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
DO YOUR SHOPPING
AND KEEP YOU
INFORMED OF 80CIAL
AFFAIRS.

DO YOUR

WORK.

6

I

YOU NEED

A

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Meet Me at Yanow's
Any time between 7 in the
Morning and 9 at Night.
K

If Your Eyes Need Attention
I will examine them l'"Kr T
anil Guarantee every pair
of glasses I fit to be - - - -

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT
Prices reasonable. Permanently located at
lit Kali road avenue.
C. H. CARNES, 0. D, ;
i

"
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SHEEP INDUSTRY

BOARD OF COUNTY COM-

ARIZONA

IN

MISSIONERS PROCEEDINGS

Figured That There Will Be
Fullyl 775,000 Lambs
in Crop.

(Continued From Citizen May 23.)
Pcrfeeto Arniijo, committing priso- that the same be accepted.
Respectfully,
ner, etc., I7H9.25.
DON J. RANKIN,
J. A. Summers, salary and cxpet.ses
County Surveyor.
for quarter ending December 31. I!'d5.

iff

w

rA

i i

$.125.60.

by Mr. lirunsfuld, seconded
Water Supply Company, water for bv Moved
Mr. Springer, that tile above re IMMENSEPlikCENTAGEANNOUNCED
li'05,
31,
port as to the Atrlsco dyke, be
$67.85.
adopted, and that a warrant lie drawn
Company,
Goods
Dry
Oolden Rule
nnon the flood fund for 12,226.00 In
Arizona's lamb crop this year Is
supplies for prisoners, $100.76.
of the First National Bank, as one of the heaviest In her history
favor
.t.
fees,
of
Miguel
Chavei,
I.
J.
ashaving
M.
C.
Westbrook.
signee,
judging from all reports that are com- $31.25.
signed nis account
l" ,ng in and will probably rjach a total
'
"
"5,000.
It Is ordered that the clerk pro- .
m
"""-u-i
Dr. J. C. Norton, live stock sanitary
cure a license expiration register for
officer of the territory, was seen by a
the sheriffs office and a bond register
X. M.. April 28. 1306. representative of the Phoenix Gazette
.
u.e
, hronv
ana boons oi account
and questioned on the subject. He
office.
fer. assign and set over to the First was not In a position to give definite
Adjourned to Saturday, April 28, National
its
Rank of Albuquerque,
figures of course, but he stated that
1905. at 10 a. rri.
successors and assigns, all my right, the southern counties of the territory
(Approved)
title and Interest In and to and under are showing the most flattering reALFRED GRUNSFELD.
the within Instrument, bo far as the sults. One man got 140 per cent out
Chairman.
same relates to the work therein men of his herd of ewes and 13 per cent
A. E. WALKER.
tioned, at or near Atrlsco.
were lost leaving 125 per cent.
Clerk.
....
I .,
t
In Witness Whereof. I have here
mm
In ti
T
.
unto
set my hand and seal, this .sin I 1n, v" 19 V
whnil ,n lhfi north
.,
Adjourned Regular Session.
Illll!
...!
It falls Fhort of that figure owing to
Albuquerque, N. M., April 28, 1906.
M. C. WES 1 BROOK
(Signed)
climate 'being harder there for
the
Hon. A. Grunsfeld. chairPresent:
Dated April 4, 1906.
lambing than In this section. How
man; M. R. Springer, commissioner;
Assignment accepted.
ever, the reports from the north are
A. E. Walker, clerk.
(Signed)
year and the percentage
good this
The board convened as per adjournALFRED GRUNSFELD,
will probably be about what It was
ment.
Chairman
last year.
It appearing that there Is $3,230.11
In 1905 it was 8a per cent In tne
ty i. Rankin, county
T,, rpnnrt
In the bridge fund, It Is ordered by
At that rate and lo5 to 120 ln
north.
be
drawn
warrant
a
board
Alameda
that
the
Burvevor, as to dyke work at
on the bridge fund for $3,000 to apply wa9 n'ed wnlch report appears on the this section an average of about 100
on note at State National bank, dated opposite page to this. It Is moved by per cent Is the net result.
The total number of sheep ln tne
July 3, 1905, for the sum of ii,5b.
swinger, seconded by Mr. Gruns
year was almost 800,000.
feld. that sa d reDort be adopted, ann territory last
sheepmen keep different
Conies now R. D. Lusted and J E. thn.
.,mnt t, Hmwn on the flood Different
the average Is
Matthews and make complaint to tne fun(l ln favor of W. L. Trimble & Co., numbers of rams but 100
ewes which
to
one
probably
lam
tne
of
inconvenience
the
as
,n payment of their contract,
to
board
would make about eight thousand out
road ordered opened by this board on
The motion was carried
of the total number of sheep In the
November 16, 1905: which said road
W. L. Trimble & Co.. Alameda dyke territory,
leaving probably 775,000
la east of the United States govern contract. $1,180.00.
ewes. At 100 ner cent of lambs the
ment Indian school; and It appearing
numlier of lambs born and saved
to the board that said complaint Is The chairman and clerk were in total
this year would reach that figure
not in due form and according to law; structed to slen two notes of the 775,000,
the Brewery Bottling.
Ask
i
iKomrni nrlnrvl hr the board stato Knliiitml Flunk routes of which
sheep
progressing
dipping
Is
of
The
notify
to
are
as
follows:
notes
Common beer is sometimes substituted
Schlitz.
that the clerk be Instructed
Upwards of 165,000 have been
said parties to bring the matter be-. -- - . Albuquerque, X. M., May 4, 1906. I rapidly.
.1 ......
II .COllv
n
.,,
nI i
upon,
TJtl
imposed
see
To
a.
being
the
cork
I Ullllieil
or crown is branaed
avoid
.j
k knsrd In
OPCnrillince Willi XI R III)
mwiuius
by Dr. Norton and It Is known
i9i sontinna 4 and 5. Acts On nr before one vear after date, received
for value received, waiving grace and that 25,000 more have been uippea.
of the 36th Legislative Assembly.
uimo mn jr. .
protest, i. we. or euner oi us, jomiiy i ine per uuui ui
to the very low, only about four per cent,
pay
promise
appears ,,..,.,.,
severally
to
before the
and
YV. a. Childers
,
,
l
I, ..likLlll. lout war It una
70
Last
.
.
. nhnnt
nu
oraer oi...ine oiaie inauonui
t
hnaril tn behalf OI 1. o- nuuwu
year and this sheep were dipped twice
per
cent
of ten
relation to a claim of said T. S. Hub-A A interest at the rate
.,
...
. .
...
.
1.,
- mc
oj.u
ner annum irom aate unui uiuu, lnuU
tn n voucner oi
eicow.- - .fi ann Itl.lna
month u I)Cr cent additional on amount un-- r
the
for
prisoners
boarding
for
ln the TRINIDAD BOY CON
1905. and which Eald pad jf , placed for collection
5enteniBer
M'n a.rr-athat
anvi.,-um i
on
me on
was
voucher
of
payment
after maturity the time of
VICTED OF MURDER
1906 approved for the sum
ioq nn hv this board Thereupon, uic niay oe extended from time to rme
"
following resolution
I
knowledge or consent of any of the LEMERFAUX IS HELD FOR KILL
t:
Raopiiu,
i
cvtetl'jlnn
OI nllinrD r.t. no arA nflor onr-lannnnnt
WHILE OUT
.......
ING A RANCHMAN
"In the mauer
., oi
.
. .
.
orison- - ha llol.Mlt.. .f all nnrHoa chnll rn- nAncr
HUNTING.
.
Thns S HUboeu, lor
Phone Auto. 190
'
firentV-nin- e
lliaill ttO 11 lli oiii.il rAiriionu ,mu
lliiva '
dated
Trinidad,
Mclini & Eakin
disDatch
submitted
A
nlaao,
from
1905.
sent
f
ember.
i.
, nn.l HIV.
rPayable at the State National Bank May 23, says: Voluntary manslaugh
. First St., Albuquerque
to the lKiard for
"
of Albuquerqlie, N. M.
ter was the verdict rendered by a
$29.00 OI sain
Jury against Arthur Lemereaux, the
ALFRED GRUNSFELD.
.
being $255.00. having l ee,
.mount
boy who with Raymond
..
.lornrl na d by tne Chairman Hoard of County Commis
auoweo uua
1906
. anuary,
sioners. Bernalillo county.
and Roy Rob'nson, were tried for the
made
A. E. WALKER.
(Signed)
niniiler of John Fariapiano, an uaiiau
no f rmaVorder having been
Clerk.
r.mcho'r near Hastings. May 7. The
of said account
remainder
the
to
M
of
Albuquerque, X. M., May 4, 1906.
.diet of the Jury was a surprise, as
that the balance
11
nn ncnulttal was confidently expected
"t fnTthe sum of $226 00 $3,2oo.00
Ciwlncr
Qn or before one year after date,
to Lemereaux being only
.JYh ame la. hereby disallowed
which action of for value received, waiving grace and u years old, he will probably be sen- and disapproveu . To ..l
...
V
wa ni olthap rf lia lul
n v,. a pcnmn
Ilia liftl- nmUiit
.......... Brhnnl The trial
tiio hoard in uisappru"'B
ii.--,
. f said account the said Hubbell an(j severally promise to pay to the iS8'od two days. Wednesday morning,court." order of the State National Bank of shortly after court convened, the at!!
nereoy nnnea's to the district
0
K rnevs for both sides agreed that the
and
Alhunueraue. thirty-tw- o
...1,1. IntncAaf at fha rola nf
l.s.frtvn thA bOard i ,i,.U
iliuriro against Roy Robinson, who Is
,
ten per cent per annum from date i v 8 vears of age. would be nismis
r Vrank Wilson and WillAND COLD
J.
nsks that a public road unt,, pai(, wlth ten per cent adJi. sm" as there was nothing to show
lal" 'r..- -' onu'Miinnig
street, 150 feet tional on amount unpaid if placed for
in order
a business
tie took an active part in ine
v " noil avenue, with the puW'- - collection in the hands of an attorney. l; ''inir of the Italian.
FAD to have a bank account. If you
.
ve uric
"he trial of. the three boys arousea
unci
&
. ..
north line oi m
board.
(.
,WVment
account,
ut
on
extended
mav
be
this
hv
ti.n
Ci
siderabie interest
are a salary man. If you are a re"J
l)o M it: iit
ttfl
.1 n.ilnra
II AT. IDC
t
M anv nun nr mnrp
was
4ltnu
4..
courtroom
"
the
age,
.peir
"
and
vn.iv. uj
".... r.r.n.1
uuin.. nine
Tne UUUIU wc n,,tv Knd ...
Wnereupuu.
v,., i
tired farmer, you need a bank ac.
.
nr, ...1.1,
i 111
ivnv ...i,.,i.,
it, uhihj "
nu iuul liio
rfwded all day, there being many
iinhi ' v....
the
Gf
us,
;n
and
pureuto
gont
0,hers
any
before
of
audience,
the
v.opion
of
tne
ine
count. It will be an advantage to
nnrtles to bring the matter
oi of the tiiree accused boys were in
tne
naoiiiiy
unapier
Co-.i",
such
after
extension
! m accordance . with
you in any case.
.
.
. . ,f
. .. ...
f iTD -- II
nln .. n. If
iMenilance
at court during the two
n .
w
iaiiit hmuI icmain
4 and b, oi ac-iSections
.
.
l.l.r
tunulfin h;nl hoon made
A bank account will aid you to
Legislative
VwiVrr.
n.nt liVS.
Vhile out rabbit hunting the three
keep your business transactions
,1
Uvs were attacked by a dog owned by
v Mr. Springer, secouueu of Albuquerque, N. M.
t
V.
warrants .
Raymond Robinson shot
.
4 J.' 1K1 iR NSr K . J.
straight.
f..
Italian.
that
,...r.,i,i
lw air.' uiuuiiic1"' .l onnniinlH OS 101" rv,. I,min
dog. According to the
Pnnntvj f'll I1111US- ...
....... IIi.q r,l tt
the
killed
v....
apprucu
A bank account furnishes you
lor
drawloys, they were
of the tln-esloners. Bernalillo county.
lows
a
fired
who
road
(Signed)
A. E. WALKER.
with a complete record of money Large. .lry Rooms. Prees Very Rea.
Pt.acked by the I'alian.
Feiipe Romero, services as
Clerk.
the bullet passing
sl ot at them,
In Precinct No. 4, $9.00. Xo.
matters. You have a record of all
sonati'e.
tt rough the hut of Roy Robinson, the
MRS. OWEN OINSOALE,
Jose Ma. ,hi Rame. Precinct
was
Moved by Mr. Springer, seconded
boy
money
deposited
As the Italian
bank,
vear-ol- d
with
the
Proprietor.
34. $45.00.
Precinct bv Mr. Grunsfeld, that a warrant in i rannr nc to nre anomer suoi, me
also a record of every bill you pay
Marcclino Crespln, sarr.e,
favor of P. Armipo, snerai, ior tne .iniereaux boy dropped rum wun
due on a b'.r''et from his rifle.
by check. Each check is returned
VncVsIa OrlcBO, same, Precinct sum of $76.50, the balance September,
voucher of $102.00, dated
m
C Art
to you by the bank and answers u3
A DANGEROUS MISTAKE.
drawn.
f',;.i r.rieiro. same. Precinct Xo. 1905, be
i n ,1
T1.!
General Merchandise and Real Estate
a receipt.
((
AO
Neg
For Sale.
Perfecto Armijo. sheriff, balance Albuquerque Mother. Should Not
"Rumaldo Montoya y Apodaca, same,
In
lect Kidney Weakness
due on voucher of $102.00, $76.50.
-i i"M no
THE BANK OF COMMERCE FOR SALE General
Children.
merchandise
Poii..inn Snnchez. same, Precinct
The account of Fred Allland vs. the
and real estate, cheap for cash.
ALBUQUERQUE,
kidneys
MEXICO
NEW
weak
children
have
Most
xi 9 t?;i oo
apf
FOR SALE Ranches,
In the sum of $13.50, was
mile
om'iHvn fandelarla. same, Pre County,
The earliest warning Is
south of the city of Albuquerque,
Droved.
PROPOSALS
FOR THE PURCHASE
ache,
head
ache,
comes
$6.28.
35.
back
Later
cinct Xo.
by Mr. Springer, seconded
suitable for aristocratic country-homeOF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
v
to apply on byMoved
v i.t
XIV
State National Bank,July
Mr. Grunsfeld. that a warrant be languor,
and for truck or general
1905,
3,
trou
4
neglect
3
tnese
596.
dated
Tls a mistake to
nAf a fir
farming; plenty of well wat-e- to be
drawn for said amount in tavor or
City
Sealed
bids
"Bid
for
endorsed
Ables
$3,000.00.
F. Alliand.
had at from ten to forty feet.
Building Bonds" and addressed to the
To blame the child for Its own dls
ranch, about three
Carried.
"City Clerk, Albuquerque. , N. M.," FIFTEEN'-ACRbut
new
idea,
a
means
no
by
fad.
It's
adopting
Is
another
Society
It ia ordered by the board that G,
fed. by
Allland, carpenter work on the tress.
miles from Albuquerque:
Fted
will be received at the office of the
eminently
the
considered
be
naturally
will
society,
it
kidneys
"
countenanced by
Seek to cure the
L. UrooKS ana nctumu
113 50
Mail
two dltdhes; best Irrigating condicity
N. M., unAlbuquerque,
clerk
of
the
played
is
game,
H
in
feet-to- t
and
Campbell
kidney
proper
to
Is
the
delegates
deadly
It
the
wrinkle.
appointed
Save the child from
tions; raise anything; best soil la
12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 1906, for
early morning when the dew Is on the jrrass. At a number of health and til
Dry Farming convention xo oe ueiu
The account of F. F. Chaves vs. the Ills
valley.
the
an
(30,000)
thirty
thousand
Issue
of
be
will
carried
program
anu
May
year
190b,
Uireloot
the
6.
rec
kid
M..
Ve.traa.
this
N.
was
rout
county, in the sum of $200.00,
km resorts
at Ijih
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick
building: bonds of the THOUSAXDS of cottonwood trees for
city
of
dollars
notify
to
authorities.
competent
neys.
Instructed
suiktvIsIjii
of
the
apt,rove.
that the clerk be
transplanting.
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certl- Moved by Mr. Springer, seconded
J. A. Skinner, dealer In staple and
said apilntees of tneir apixuu- ($1,000) LOTS ln different parts of the city.
one
fled
thousand
check
for
v
by Mr. Gruusfeld, that a warrant be fancy groceries. 215 West Railroad
ment.
W ill sell cheap on monthly payment
each bid,
dollars must accompany
drawn for said amount ln favor of F. I avenue, says: "Some time ago there
plan.
city,
sum
to
forfeited
the
to
be
said
tne
by
mat
the board
Chaves
came to my notice a case of a child
It is ordered
by the bidder
damages,
liquidated
as
p.
note
sign
a
secre
to
Special Record Breaking Offer.
chairman be authorized
chaves, for work on the Ear whose control over tho kidney
tn case of failure ot performance by
TWO LOTS, one big store wun full
for $3,200.00, to be used for the re- - t.iaa dyke, $200.00
Hons was limited. Tho parents pro
accepted.
Is
him
bid
If
his
Corralles
a
the Barelas and
stock of general merchandise; two
cured for it Doan's Kidney Pills at
Said city building bonds are to be
It is ordered that the following cum drug store, and the treatment, accordbridges- - and a note for $4,500.00, to
txtra rooms , In store; larje. back
one
denomination
of
ln
Issued
the
filed:
munlcalion
be
dyke
.payment
of
wagon shed;
be used for the
ing to directions for children, was
thousand (J1.000) dollars each, are1 yard; barn, and
Auditor's Office, Santa Fe, N. M., V.'dy commenced. In addition to the limitwork.
Hut it hasn't been so slow, even if with them they'd demand a leason to bear
house adjoining the store.
ex- a
not
to
rate
at
Interest
3,
1906:
I
buy
of
their
refused to
every time
Adjourned to meet at the call
sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
ed control there was conslderabhj it is a drug trust.
ceed four (4) ver cent per annum,! Will
To the Honorable Board of County back ache, the complications fully
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stuff."
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not
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less
than
sold
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be
and
marcounty:
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Commissioners,
Bernalillo
to
GRUNSFELD,
"Ilelden intended
.
sired made known on appl'catlon ln
proving that ln some way the kidneys
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the
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take no other.
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SCREEN TIME
patronage, which is one of their which
ty, the same, when collected, to bo S. P. Vestal, Qmr.
'hat the same be accepted.
beyond
our c::iens Thursday. Antwerp tO.) eral
Xothing
comprehension.
business
making
their
Is
that
effors,
Door and Window
here.
turned Into the county treasury, to
Respectfully,
o
gave
Per.
permanent
him
any
relief until
prosperous, advertising Is gradually
made to order.
screens
Rtomach Troubles.
DON J. RANKIN.
the credit of the general school fund
ho
used Chamberlain's
Palm Balm.
becoming the day In the commercial
Mrs. Sue Maitln, an old and highly
Respect fully vours.
County Surveyor.
limit."
Is
tin'
"W!!
PLANING
MILL
ALBUQUERQUE
this
application
reOne
of that liniment
world and you will soon tind out, if
respee'ed resident of Falsonla, Ml.--s
V. G. SARGEANT,
Albuquerque, X. M.. May 4. 1906.
"What is?"
you lieved the pain and made sleep and
Hill,
ilmi
to
anything
for
have
OOOOOClCXDOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXX
trouble
vim
CoinniU-Kiom-rwas
sick with stomoch
Territorial Auditor,
Is a bill fi'oiu l'.iilKer,
Honorable Itoard of County
will have to insert an ad in your rest possible, and less than one bottle
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s
Adjourned, to meet at the call of more than sit months.
lKinalillo county. X. M.
and it has foiu If
Kit
to get a quid, buyer. has effected a permanent cure.
til paper,
Tablets
Liver
Iain's Sii'inach and
I"':"1' d all out
Gentlemen: I have to Inform you the chairman.
in troubled v ah sciatica or rheumatism
today
mediums
now
can
adviriisin
The
"I
cure.l her. She Kavs:
REAL ESTATE
(Approved)
that tho work on the dyke north of
boUle of Pain -I- NSURANCE,
i lie
liirue cities are taking the plaiv why not try a
Are you familiar wi'h liu
AI.FRKI) GRI'NSKEI.n.
eat anything I want and am the
NOTARY PUBLIC.
the city, contracted for by W. L. Trimyourself how
Balm
see
for
and
facilitating
business
Is
rvid
find
to
clerks
of
world
proudest woman In the
Chairman.
ble & Co., lias been completed, ac11yd. n (Ky i Thoits-ni- il quickly it relieves the pain. For sale Room S, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
in many ways
n.
no." rcpiie.l
.i, iuu.-i(Signed)
A. E. WALKER.
such a gxxl medicine." For sale by
cording to tho specifications firn- Automatic Telephone, 174.
bv all druggists.
become,
iticke.
fd.
1
to
wore
familiar
Samples free.
nil druggists.
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"If
itihed your board, aud I recommend i
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know you would always say
What
"Schlitz beer" when you order. If you
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could visit our brewery as thousands have
done you would insist on the beer that is
brewed here.

(Ss-ned- )

V,

Vi

You would want a beer clean as ours is.
You would want it filtered and aged as
we do it.
You would want to know that
every bottle is sterilized
that it is pure
as is everv

for

that
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matter lined by that road. It consist
of a folder, like the ordinary time
card, the covers of which are printed In a brig.it red and black, it IxMng
designed to advertise the "To the
East." excursions during the summer
The folder Is filled with
month.e
hftnds'-mhnlf tones of Interiors of
the touri.st cars used on the Santa Fe,
as well a the beauMrul Harvey eating houses. nd points of interest
along the roid. It Is much the finest
thing of the kind the road has ever
put vwt.

Just Like Finding It
If you found a silver dollar lylns on the street
would you hesitate long before picking It up? I
think not. If you had an opportunity to save a clean
silver dollar In purchasing a piece of furniture for
a".y room would you take advantage of It? 1 think
'6a.

That's Just Tvl'at we are offering With any price
of f.trnltuTe sold at this store I will save you at least
a clean silver dollar.

BOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

THiS CHANCE

TO

',
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f
f

T?p?( vl hH
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8

iruiiX

A D D L E 8

BRIDLE

M

JW

8

A R N E 8

E 3

AND

E T C.

We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.
ico, via Augusta, Mulvae and Wellington, Kan., the Santa Fe will have
a low grade line to the Pacific coast
somewhat shorter than its present
line and with, reduced curvature,
which should enable a saving tot at
kast one day In the fast freieht
schedules and considerable improve
ment in tne time or its California limited, should it eventually be decided
to make this its, main passenger line.

SHABBY TREATMENT
RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS

Owing to Extra Work, With
No Pay, Competent Clerks
Are
THEY

HAVE

Resigning.
A

ORGAN

KICK ital $100,000, has filed

Ouf Top Boggle bb4
Runabouts most own
We need th floor
space for another oar.
It'i a Um to help
tijrintn tia
vnnrfuklf

RUNABOUTS, hum 115 flfl a 19Cnn
.
,ww ,
ium a.IV .imm
vn
UOAAJ
TOP BUGGIES, wers $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00
We are also quoting very low prices on Surrey, Stanhopes,
Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business solicited.
write lor catalogue and prices

COMPARE
THIS WITH YOUR POL!"".".
$10,000 policy provides: Weekly sick bee-fit- ,
$50; weekly
accident leneflt, $50; if injured on public conveyance, $100 per
week; for total disability, $10,000, in ten annual installments; in
caso of death, $10,000; cash, or paid up insurance at maturity. Divi-

tv-w-

dends ,naii? annimllv .
Annual Cost per $1,000, at the age of 30 years
For further information, call on or address,

$27.00

1

F. B. SCHWENTKER, Manager
Room No.

For New Mexico and Northern Arizona,
Armljo Building.
Auto. Phone

1, N. T.

MERCHANT

730

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

TAILORING

cap-

a charter at

Austin. Texas. The object Is to build
from El Paso northerly, fifteen miles,
serious problem confronts the to the iKjundary of New Mexico, and
railway mail service, and unless pres- thence it Is stated, to the Organ moun
ent conditions are remedied the serv- tains. The New Mexioa portion of
ice gives promise of becoming de- the line was Incorporated some time
pleted of competent
railway mall ago and a right of way has already
clerks.
been secured. The government has
It Is known that reliable railway already granted the concern permls
mall clerks are resigning, that their sion to cross the reservation of Port
place are being filled with men of a uii w,
j
.
"
lower standard
of ability, and the completed for some time for 'terminal
class of men who formerly sought ad- .u...wu
&U
1LU.
H
n
I
HIO
mission to the service will not now man Investment company. The com-enter it becaflse of existing condi- pany will Ibuild a concentrator in El
tions.
Paso and run a narrow gauge line
That men are resigning, that some from El Paso to mines in the Organ
of the present force are llng work- mountains.
J. W. Eubanks, of El
ed overtime continually, without pay, Paso, surveyed the road. The incorthat there are no substitutes to fill porators are Harris Walthall, D. Y.
the places temporarily of men taken Hadley, A. S. Cox, A. M. Walthall, A.
ill, is admitted.
B. Fall, W. S. Crombie, D. C. Jackson,
In view of the fact that the clerk J. W. Eubanks, all of El Paso, and N.
who lays oft 'because of Illness Is de- O. Streeter, of Philadelphia and A. A.
prived of his pay and the clerk filling Jones of Las Vegas. Mr. Streeter is
the place of the former employe re- me promoter.
mm
ceives no pay for his extra services,
Postmaster General Cortelyou is ac- NEW RAILROAD SURVEY
IN SAN MIGUEL COUNTY.
cused cf depriving the clerk who is
Charles E. Henning, in charge of a
ill, of money rightfully due him.
The service in this division is in a surveying corps of the DJ Paso &
deplorable state at present. What Southwestern railway, last week coin- I ji fUnto
grinds worse than anything eUe is Dieted a survev throus-the order issued by the postmaster canyen, San Miguel county, for the
general to the effect that clerks can proiiosed new line from Dawson to
Santa Rosa says El Hispano Ameri- not le paid for extra duty. From
sonal acquaintance with many of the cano . Iuntil short ai Rnv tho nrlnrlml
1"
clerks running In and out of this city, town on the Dawson line 1etween
the following will illustrate condi-- Dawson and Tucumcari: "The route
tions that now prevail cn the line 'down La Cinto canyon was found
practicable. The company will there- west:
Clerks leaving on No. 7 report for fore e:mplete the preliminary survey
the much talked of Dawon-La- s
work at 11 p. m., and cover a dls-olance of 4O0 miles to Williams, Ariz., Vegas route, and new estimates of
the nd of their run. When trains the cost of construction will be subare on schedule time, which doe not mitted. The cost of building this line
average over three months in a would be very great."
year, it is impossible to obtain more
THE
than three hours of rest. When late, CUTTING DOWNFORCE
IN KANSAS.
no rest is had. They then are required to double back on train No. nasThe Santa Fe Railroad company
discharged
seventy-fivmen who
2, having been continuously on duty
hours, and covering nave been employed in the Argentine
for thirty-twyards
in
the last week. The dischargon the
800 miles. As an instance,
ed men include car inspectors and reline of railroad referred to, there pairers,
coach cleaners and round
are four clerks. When one clerk Is house men.
Officials of
sick, the other three are ordered to assign
business as the
keep up his run, but they must do so cause. a decreasing
The company's usual force In
without; pay for the extra time put in
600
and 600
and the sick man's nay stops. Theitweea
result is that the postoffice depart SANTA FE'S NEW
ment steals one man's pay every time
FOLDER IS UNIQUE.
a clerk gets sick.
The Santa Fe has Just Issued something new in advertising that is quite
ELEVEN MILLION DOLLARS
out of the usual run of the class of'
TO SAVE HALF MILE.
A

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- Horses and Mules Bought and ExBINI, PROPRIETOR.
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CJ1TY
My merchant tailoring shoj) is up- Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
ELITE CAFE
the public. All work guaranteed
as I have had fifteen years' exThomas Smith, a forme r official of
perience in the. business. Suits made
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
the Mexican Central railroad, is re- to
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
ported to be in Monterey investigatrepaired.
I
specific
The
not
will
use
8ILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
ing the possibilities of starting n
factory for the piston rod packing, Injure the cloth. Ijadles' garments
walking
also
cleaned
and
made
skirts
which he invented some years ago,
XXXXX-XXXXXtrial.
and which has been in use n sev- to order. Give me a O.
BAMBINI.
STEAM
eral of the Mexican railroads for the
CARPET ' CLEAMN3
o
last few years. So far. It is underNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
THORNTON Th Clmnt,r
stood that he has several prominent
Cleans everything.
He is the
(Homestead Entry No. B956.)
and wealthy men of that city interMoving, pack- Man.
Furniture
...
ested, und although no definite de- Department of the Interior, Land OfI
.
1.
n
i
U. J n
cision has been reached, it 1s veTy
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 12,
Bettlno- tin unH fa no nnntnrt at V
probable that he will erect a factory
190G.
the business. There Is no othler ?
In Monterey.
Notice is hereby given that the folJust Thornton; Both 'Phones,
lowing named Bettler has filed no737 South Walter Street
Unless an extension is ordered, the tice of his intention to make final
mill weighing period throughout the proof in support of his claim, and
United States will come to an end cn that said proof will be made before
June 5. It has made a great deal of the probate clerk at Albuquerque,
extra labor aboard mail cars and at New Mexico, on July 6, 1906, viz.:
postoffices. and a small army of
John M. Ounn, of Taguna, Valencia PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
will be released when the test county, N. M., for the north half of
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
service ends. Upon the average weight the northeast quarter of section 26,
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
as shown by the records compiled In township 7 north, range 6 west
the tests, will be liased the contracts
He names the following witnesses metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
with the railroads for hauling mail to prove his continuous residence stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
upon and cultivation of Bald land, Pelts.
for the next four years.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
viz.:
ine announcement that tne rouie. Kenneth C. C. Gunn, E. B Millett,
of the Rock Island s Golden State ckorge H. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
THIRD STREET
limited trait, would be changed after a of Ijlgna New Mexico.
.
i
ItiriA 1 1 a n nnrrnt
Tho
train
"Jl AW UEb K. OTERO
V. .
"". "I
ne operaieo over'..I'.
me same
rouie as.
Register.
uMntp-rt li ri n cr l (i
on v n
mnntnR
All Kinds of Fresh and 8alt Meats.
hereto- Cnk.ago ai 9 i;.cU)oU p. m
Death from Appendicitis
Steam Sausage Factory.
IOTP
decrease In the same tatio that the
use
King's
Dr.
in- of
New
Pills
Life
EMIL KLEINWORT.
isher Hans has resigned as store- - creases. They save you from danger
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
keeper at the Alvarado. being 8uc,and
,ck Md pa)nleBg
ceeded by W. E. Neesby. who cornea from constipation and the ills
Mr. Hans and ing out of lt Strengtl
San Francisco
vIgSr
will leave In a few days for Chi- - way. follow tnp, tIBB
nor!n
THE CELEBRATED
cago.
by all druggists. 25c. Try them.

1

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
corner rrsr ana Tijeree
moma.

Albuquerque

Meat Market

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Betiding Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

p--

1

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

120

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

MELINI & EAKIN

West Railroad Avenue

t

Belen

Reduces

itacles to Santa
,

Reform Bifocul Lenses

fields.

Manufactured

IIS

by the

Ranches

Albuqucraue's Exclusive Ontlclinm

Myer,

FOULS

and

Farms

'Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL E STATU,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

7

Am

Lucero

to mTe signs

up

208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.

0. W. Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER,

8TRONO BLOCK.

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.,

West Held Ave.

AND

General Repair Shop.

WEDDING

&

Real Estate

A. D. JOHNSON

BALLING,

Made in a
TOT I A GRADI
solid
inconspicuous Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
form.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.

I

Wootton

riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building AmocIs
tlon. Office at 217 West Railroad

UNDERTAKERS
Superlntendenta
Fairview
Santa Barbara Cemeterlea.

avenue.

M. DRAGOIE
and

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

MONUMENTS
201-21-

Groceries,

Cigars and Tobacco, and

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.

N. Second St.. Both Phonss.

1

300 North Broadway, corner of

Waatt-lngto- n

avenue, Albuquerque, N. If.

NORTH THIRD STREET.
I

oo

Service.

When tun or three vears ami
was nnnminnpil irenerallv. thrrm"h the
medium of the daily press, that the
Santa Fe system was alout to make
an expenditure of some $11,000,000,
for the purpose of saving half a mile,
it aroused a variety of speculation as
to the value of half a mile to a railroad, says the Riilway Ase. It had
not then been clearly "stated that the
naif mile t,: lie saved was to e measured vertically and not horizontally,
to si''" which half mile in elevation
it would be necessary
to build 270
miles in a more or less horizontal
,
plane. The Helen
as it is
known, is from Texieo on the Tf xas
tate line, to Kio Puerco, N. M. The
distance saved is aiout eleven miles,
but tile feature which justifies the exf
grades.
penditure is the savins
summits have
Raton and Cloiiet.a
long been the greatest obstacles In
the transcontinental service of the
Santa Fe. Tlums;h n"1 quite half a
of elemile, the saving of 1.1 u;
vation at Raton, iitiil of -'. feet, as
compared vi:h (il nieta. taKin also
Into consideration, tint the approach
t i these summits involves snides, of
3 a
kt cent, while the new ruling
prade is n.fi per cent, wi.l ff ct a maexpenses
teria! reduction in upci-aMover the division
Heretofore it
necessary to break up lon;
trains intu sections at each of tlie.-- e
nia
lasses.
The curvature is al-- o
terially improved. The work . lia
coiiiMl.'-ionlTi'ure.-sewell toward
- nd there are
fs if rcadifair pro-py
f r c'le'Htiun ly Septetuo. r iie.
'j'
Vr'hi .i i.,
l.eui lit- -' derived from
'he opt niiis; of this c .' ff .ire lidded
tho-,- .
ihut
accrue from the re
vision of line from Florence o To:

9

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa

fe

Railway

Belen is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

cut-off-

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Ui reil(lecce lots' Blze 251142 feet( 1,1(1 out w!th broad 80
d
Btrets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old ahade tree.; publls school hon.t. cost-tochurches, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establlshmentg In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 160 barrels dally; large winery:
l"' koteli,
ate. Belen It the largest shipping point for wool. dour, wheat, wine, beam and bay In Central
New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated.

1i0J0vUBln,
fUUiranti,

fi-- ,

70-fo-

4LL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAIN3 OF THE SANTA

Tl

:o

itii

111

TE

ROUTE

W.LL

cfered are

3d

MAIN LINE THROUGH

GO OVER THE

in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation); no
sand or gravel.
yard, drug store, harness shop, etc, etc. Also a
s
modern hotel.

We need a

flrst-clas-

s

TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH

f

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor sbop, shoe house. Jeweler, plumbing shot, flaalr-- ;

UL

first-clas-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

n,

1

ei

juiiw BfcUKii,
L3p-

-

fSk

Mirrst
SUE-ai.

BeBen Town and Improvement Gomtsanv
The
resident.;
WM, M. BERGER,
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Fe Fast
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If you think that a windmill 'will not furnish you
with water, take a look
at my residence, at 612
South B nod way, a nd also
the two houses at the corner of Coal avenue and
Arnold street. They are
all supplied by a
mill, pumping the water
seventy-fiv- e
feet.

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

o o o

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
o

WAT IE IS

PIONEER BAKERY

0

CLUB ROOMS

e

Combines
buh near and
distance

199.

Wines, Brandies. Etc. 0

o

Cut-Of- f

Automatic Phone,

N. M.

203

At Consistent
Prices

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store. South
Third street.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Fines! Whiskies

& CO.,

B. RUPPE

Furniture packed and crated; gasa

Sole Agents.

SAMPLE AND

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

Agents, Albuquerque.

Presses & Farm Machinery

Hay

12-fo-

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

I

n

Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders,

PRESCRIPTIONS

Bottled in Bond.

W. L. Trimble & Co.,

FIGURE ONWITH US

WE FILL

.

Light rig leaves city for the springs
BLOCK'S HOTEL
vpry Monday and Wednesday,
Only first-clas- s
house at the Springs.
Four-hors- e
stage leaves city every
J. B. BLOCK.
Friday through in one day
Uniy
Proprietor
line with change of stock en route.
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico

Third and Marquettt

4

n

o-

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

Machine Works

HALL, Proprtmtor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; Ihafuairt.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts f
Buildings.
Repair on Mining and mill Machinery a Bpaelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albaqasroaa. M. bl

-

XXXXXTXXXX4

Foundry and
m.

first-clas-

....

I

Con-cord- s,

Thos. F. Keleher

MOUNTAIN AND
EL PASO RAILROAD.

The Organ Mountain railroad,

RIGHTEOUS

into Yours

Co.

A

Joe Larcey. a Mexican Central passenger conductor, shot and killed a
Mexican at a dance at Jlminez Tuesday night. The cause Is unknown.
He walked up the track six kllome-Urs- .
caught a northbound passenger
train, and stood off six policemen
who were on the train. They claim
that he climbed on the engine and
made Engineer Dempsey go on. He
Is said to have got off at Diaz. The
police tried to arrest Dempsey at
Chihuaihua, hut he cut loose the engine, ran out of the station and took
to the country.

CURE BARGAINS IN

Pocket

Will Protect You From Partial Loss

Wednesday night at Trinidad, that the'
foot was amputated.
While his en- Kinwas ipnsslng a street, crossing, a
glove dropped fr.m the cil window.
Hr c!lmled
down to get the glove.
and when !ie stepped on the muddy
crossing, his rieht foot slipped under;
the wheel. His fireman heard his
cries of warning and stopped the en-- l
glne. Carlow resides at Raton, with!
his wife and two children.

SE-

Out of Our

OF CALIFORNIA

IN MUD
AND LOSES RIGHT FOOT.
William II. Carlow. a Santa Fe engineer, had his right foot crushed so
hndlv under the wheels of his eneiti

STREET

PAGE SEVEN.

1

j

CORNER COAL

riTIZKX.

DO YOU CARRY FIRE INSURANCE? Of course you do. Will
your company pay for a partial loss? Certainly yen would not be
foolish enough to Insure In a company which did not.
DO YOU CARRY LIFE INSURANCE? Yes.
index with it. WW
your company pay for partial loss on your life? No, you twver
thought of that!

ENGINEER SLIPS

J, D. EMMONS the FURNITURE MAN

EVKXIXO

Secretary
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WEATHtR INDICATIONS.

WEST RAILROAD AVL

OXFORD TEES FOR MEN
AND WOMEN.
EVERYBODY WHO VA1XK.S STYLE AM) COMFORT, WANTS
LOW SHOES THIS TIME OF THE YEAR. COME AND INSPECT
OUR NEW MOPEIS. THEY ARE SNAPPY IN STYLE, FITCLOSE
AROUND THE ANKLE AND OVER THE INSTEP NO SLIPPING
AND THEY REQUIRE
UP AND DOWN OF THE HEEL
NO BREAKING

PERSONAL

IN.

Generally fair tonight and Saturday; warmer Saturday and In north
portion tonight.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
of 211 Marquette
avenue has gone to California for the
summer.
Pavid Welller, who has been abroad
on a pleasure trip, 1b expected home
Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. U. Frank Fillmore
will leave today week for a short
visit, to Mr. Fillmore's old home In
Joplln, Mi
Regular meeting of Harmony lodge,
No. 10, I. O. O. F.. tonight. Business of
Importance to transact. James J.
secretary.
W. B. Chllders yesterday transferred to It P. Hall, for consideration of
$1,200, lots 6 to 13, Mock I), of the
Union depot frontage.
John Lee Clarke of the Denhara Indian Trading company left on the flyer this morning for the Navajo reservation to trae with the Indians.
Kirk and Hugh Ilryan and Iaw-reneIlfeld, who spent several days
at the Kills ranch In the Sandia mountains, have returned to the city.
Mrs. J. 13. Downey and children,
family of Manager Downey of the
Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light &
Power company, have gone to California for the summer.
W. It. Forbes, deputy United States
marshal, returned last night from Ias
Vegas, where he has been attending
the session of ithe United States court
held the past week In that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hungate of
509 South Third street are enjoying
a visit from Mr. Hungate's mother and
brother, Mrs. Hungate and Otis' Hungate, who arrived last night from
Kansas.
Mayor Mc.Keo left last night for a
brief visit ito Socorro, taking with him
his two eledst sons, whom he will
place on a. ranch for a summer's outing. The mayor expects to return to
the city Saturday.
L. C. Bennett, city salesman
for
Gross, Kolly & Company, was thrown
by a fractious horse on south Broad
way last evening and received brulBes
which will lay him up for a few days.
Fortunately no bones were broken as
a result of the accident.
Hon. O. N. Marron will leave to
morrow night for New Haven, Conn.,
as a delegate from New Mexico to the
meeting of the National Council of the
Knights of Columbus. Before return
Ing to the city, Mr. Marron will visit
his sister at Tort Henry. N. V.
Mrs. B. F. Copp Is enjoying a visit
from her mother, Mrs. A. Abraham,
of Silver City, who arrived this morning from, a three months' sojourn at
Los Angtles. Mrs. Abraham expects
to remain in the city a day or two,
and tiien continue her Journey home.
Frank W. Hall, the well known
haraware merchant of Winslow, is
here on business. Mrs. Hall and children, who have been visiting relatives and friends In Iowa the past few
weeks, are expected to arrive tonight,
and after a stay here of a couple of
days, will accompany Mr. Hall back
to Wlnslow.
Percy Barbour, manager of theNav-ahGold Mining company, in the
Cochlti district, arrived in 'the city
last, night cn business connected with
the company he represents. Mr. Barbour states that the outlook for prosperous mining operations in the Cochlti district ia excellent.
Prof. F. A. Jones, who was up in
the mining districts of Santa Fe and
Taos counties, returned to the city
the other day and will leave tonight
to examine and report on some properties in the Granite Gap country of
south western Grant county. He will be
absent about two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Ilfeld, who left
Albuquerque a few days ago for a trip
to the old country, sailed from New
York on Thursday on the steamship
the Kaiser Wilhelm II of the German
Steamship company. Mr. and Mrs. Ilfeld expect to be absent from the territory for six or seven months.
A Japanese laborer, sick with consumption, died on the incoming No. 2
passenger train from the west this
morning. The body was turned over
to O. W. Strong's Sons, undertakers,
and will be held to await instructions
from the contract
labor company,
with headquarters in San Francisco.
grandMrs. C. H. Campfleld and
Harrison,
daughter, Miss Florence
left this morning for their home at St.
Ixmis, after a visit of several weeks'
duration In the city with Mr. and
Mrs. George- H. Campfleld, of 221
Nortih Seventh street. The former is
the mother and the latter a niece ol
Mm. Campfleld.
The G. K. Warren Port No. 5, Grand
Army of the Hepublic, will, with the
auxiliary societies, meet at the Congregational church on Sunday morning for the annual memorial Sunday
service. Suitable decorations will be
Mrs.

V. H. C'llne

Vo-ta-

Goodyear Welt
MEN'S VELOUR CALF OXFORDS, Goodyear Welt
MEN'S VICI KID OXFORDS, Light or Heavy Sole
MEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS, Leather Soles
WOMEN'S OXFORDS, Dongola, Black or Tan
WOMEN'S OXFORDS, Vicl Kid, Black or Tan
WOMEN'S OXFORDS, Patent Kid
WOMEN'S OXFORDS, Canvass, White or Gray
MEN'S

PATENT COLT OXFORDS,

.

.

.$3.00 to $4.00
$3.00 to $3.50

...

$1.75to$3.00
$1.50
$1.50 to $2.00
$2.25 to $3,00
$2.50 to $3.00

$1.25to$2.25

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. P. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

e

To-pek- a,

5LiUiiiCRY rich

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

street.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynar d Co.
Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
SOUTH

THE ARCH FRONT.

8ECOND 8TREET.

THE SODA THIRST
It has come and we were never
better able to entertain it. Treat
your throat at our fountain.

o

-- NEW

O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL CHERRY SISTERS
AMERICAN BEAUTY

Barnelt Building

J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

LUMBER,

CEMENT,

-

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
Diamonds, Watdnea, Jewe-lry-,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

MMMMM,,,1.M

,1

CITIZKX.

JiVKXIXO

ALBUQUKIKJULi

LOCAL. AND

,

r

made for the occasion. E. L. Washburn, with Mrs. Raymond lister as
organist, will have charge of the ser
vice. Rev. ,T. W. Barron will give
the address on, "Liberty, the Pride of
the Nation." At 7:30 the annual children's day exercises will be held; a
splendid program will be rendered by
the members of the Sunday school.
F. E. Scully and W. O. Scott, day
the Alvarado.
find night clerks at
leave tomorrow for the east, the former for his old home In New York,
and the laner on his summer vacation. F. II. Millen succeeds Mr. Senile)- as dny clerk at tho big hotel, while
J. Maguson, recently of a Junta. will
relieve Mr. Scott.
J. W. Barnes, the vaudeville artist
and song writer, left for the east last
night accompanied by Mrs. Karnes.
During tho summer Mr. Barnes will
make his headquarters at Cincinnati,
where he and a Bister, who also has
much ability as a song writer, will
open a publishing houso for the purpose of putting before the public some
of their original work.
You can easily please your child at
a very small outlay of money, by buying a pair of our low shoes or slin-ktThey are cool, look dressy, and
as they wear Just ns well as a school
shoe, do not cause you any extra expense. C. May's shoe store, 314 West
Railroad avenue.

FRIDAY,

STAGE TO JEMFZ

FRESH TOMORROW
STRAWBERRIES.
LOGAN BERRIES.
BLACKBERRIES.
GREEN PEAS.
CAULIFLOWER.
ASPARAGUS.
NEW BEETS.
NEW CARROTS,

AT MALOY'S.

ETC.

SELLING OUT AT COST.
Commencing Tuesday, May 22, at
Candy Kitchen, 211 Smith Second
street, I will 'sell my entire stock of
candies, nuts, cakes, all fixtures,
candy tools, supplies, soda fountain,
cash register, range almost new, and
other things too numerous to mention.
U. G. HOFFMAN.
Herrcr.a-Nelson
fight reHear the
turns at Graham Brs.' saloon tonight,
by private wire.

When

The undersigned
to
Is prepared
make trips to and from the celebrat-

ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS.

Any

in-

formation desired can be secured
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

We have been selling

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Rememlior, Eureka '.a the only llme
sold here that will not pop, crack or:
Mister In the wall. See that it is
specified In your contract.

shoes for 117 years

HAHN

& CO.

We don't expect to be selling very much better one8
than we do t ow as far as flt Is concerned.

Whitcomb Springs Del Igtitful summer resort, is now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, everything clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.

We believe there is an art In every kind of work-- In
shoe selling as well as In painting or singing,
and we are not too bashful to say that we are masters of the art In this particular line of business.
We nave a large enough stock of shoes on hand to
always give a man the right size In any style he
chooses.

Until June 1

Ask anybody who has tried us whether we under-

stand our business.

THE WEST BOWLING ALLEYS,
WEST GOLD AVENUE, OPENS

MONDAY,

MAY

28.

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
2 lbs Newton Creamery
Butter. . 45c
2 lbs Soda Crackers
15c
Pork and Beans, per can
10c
2 cans of Clams
25c
See us for loys' summer weight underwear.
2 pkgs of Force
25c
Postum Cereal, per pkg
20c
2 cans of Corn Beef
25c
2
pkgs of Cold Water

ROSE PLANTS

TWO-YEA- R

$100 and $5.00 PER

Better still, come in and let us try a pair on you.
W. L. DOUGLAS

DOZEN

SHOES

$3 50

SIMON
STERM
Ujq Railroad Average ClotHier

Florist

IVES,

Clothing
The Golden
Rule
Store
Tho Store for Style, Service and Saving

0

0

118

4'

SPRINGS

s.

TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
o
Going to the mountains Sunday? We
you
folding
will loan
pocket kodak.
a
Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue.

MAY 25, 1906.

'

This picture shows an E. & W. 75c
shirt. Notice the curved arm holes,
the wide and roomy sleeves, the
low-cneckband at back to protect the fkin from collar button.
g
All these are points of
not often seen in 73c shirts,
and mean comfort and service to
the wearer. To introduce them we
have placed them on sale for one
week at the special price of

The reason tnat we talk E. & W.
shirts is shown by the above illustration. They are full in size and
They are so well
flt comfortably.

ut

shirt-makin-

50

each

There is just as much style to men's
shirts as there is tov,women's shirt
waists. Note the flt of the young
man's shirt. With E. & W. a man
can leave off his coat confident that
he will look presentable
ence of any one.

in the pres-

made; so stylish, and so good in
in every respect that the maker
puts his brand on them. He could
not afford to put his brand on them
If they were skimpy and cheap.
This brand is for your safety. It
means that the shirt on wnlch it is
found is not only good as to c'oth
quality but is made right.

10-ce-

Starch

15c

If you are thinking of buying a
washing machine, give us a call. We

carry them.'
3 bottles cf Pickles

Whitney Company

25c

cans of California Plums
25c
Gc
Pearl Barley, per pkg
sago, per pkg
8c
Do you need a dust cover for your
carriage? We can suppy them. They
are handy. We sell them reasonably.
THE MAZE.
William Kieke, Proprietor.
2

BELLE SPRINGS BUTTER, 25c
POUND. AT MALOY'S.

Alaska Refrigerators,
t
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

A

FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery,
complete,
including
boiler and engine, for
roller
flour mill. Address, Martin Lohman,
Las Cruces, N. M.
ROLLER

H'RESH

TODAY: BROILERS, TUR-- i
YOUNG DUCKS. HENS.

FILLET,, SWEETBREADS.

BEEF

AND VEAL LOAF.

TAXES

ARE

NOW

DUE,

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

AND
ON

WILL BECOME DELINQUENT
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

35
REGULAR
CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY. AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

U3, If 5, 117 South First Sireet

THE WEST BOWLING ALLEYS,
WEST GOLD AVENUE, OPENS

MONDAY, MAY 28.
o

Returns direct from the ringside of
fight, which takes
tho Herrera-NelsoPlace at Us Angeles tonight, will le
received at, Graham
Bros." saloon
Public invited.

S. T. VANN, 0.

FIRST ESTABLISHED

D.

OPTICIAN

n

NOTICE.
hereby given "that the
iwrtnershlp agreement between F. H.
Mitchell and W. H. Springer, under
tne firm name of the City Scavenger
company, is dissolved, W. H. Springer
retiring, F. H. Mitchell remaining,
who will conduct the company under
the same name, paying all debts
by said company and collecting all monies duo.
(Signed)
W. II, SPRINGER.
F. H. MITCHELL.
Notice

9

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

WANTED, STORAGE.

Your heating stoves stored for the
summer.
J. W. MASTERS,
118 Gold Avenue.
118

40 J, 403 North First Street

NEW

Eye Sight
Specialist

IN

MEXICO.

Ig

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
VanB's drug store.

MEXICO

NEW

OPTICAL BOARD.

con-traete- d

1

E.L WASHBURN CO.

19

West Gold

S.

122
Second

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A homo made door, with trimmings,

for

J"
9

9

TRY A PAIR

FRESH

AND

BOUGHT.

SOLO

SPADESrSHOVELS
RAhES

R. Ave.

GARDENBARROVv'S

215 West Railroad Avenue

EXCHANGED

II8W.R.

GARDEN TOOLS

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

Guarantied

ROSENFIEID'S,

RUBBER HOSE

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

Association Offlco
Transactions
8

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

FREEZERS

IVES, THE FLORIST.

TICKETS

HARDWARE wTXl

ICE CREAM

CUT FLOWERS.

M

& COMPANY

REFRIGERATORS

'

you are at once impressed with their excellent style and character. When you put them
on your feet you gain inside information that will
back up your first impression. After you have
worn them a while and know them thoroughly
inside and out you find yourself confirmed in the

WALKOVER HABIT.

and Retail

$1.25.

trini-mhii'-

HEN you look at WALKOVER SHOES

.

Wholesale

We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
or
screen door,
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
s,
from the cast, together with
for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doxjrs that have always cost,
heretofore $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

WALKOVER OTOE,
$3.50 ca $4.00
w..n

Successors to E. J. POST

MONDAY, MAY 28.

THE HOME OF

Ife

MctNTOSH HARDWARE: COMPANY

THE WEST BOWLING ALLEYS,
118 WEST GOLD AVENUE, OPENS

ALBUQUERQUE,
'
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NEW MEXICO
"
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